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Abstract
Simple averaging, simple-Laplacian, Laplacian-with-skin, and non-uniform coarsening are the techniques
investigated in this comparative study of three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity upscaling. The reference
is a fine scale conditional realization of the hydraulic conductivities at the MAcro-Dispersion Experiment
site on Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi (USA). This realization was generated using a hole-effect
variogram model and it was shown that flow and transport modeling in this realization (at this scale) can
reproduce the observed non-Fickian spreading of the tritium plume. The purpose of this work is twofold, first
to compare the effectiveness of different upscaling techniques in yielding upscaled models able to reproduce
the observed transport behavior, and second to demonstrate and analyze the conditions under which flow
upscaling can provide a coarse model in which the standard advection-dispersion equation can be used to
model transport in seemingly non-Fickian scenarios. Specifically, the use of the Laplacian-with-skin upscaling
technique coupled with a non-uniform coarsening scheme yields the best results both in terms of flow and
transport reproduction, for this case study in which the coarse blocks are smaller than the correlation ranges
of the fine scale conductivities.
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1. Introduction1
In the last decades, two large-scale natural-gradient tracer tests were conducted to enhance the under-2
standing of solute transport in highly heterogenous aquifers. These experiments were conducted at the3
Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi, where the hydraulic conductivity variability is very high, with4
σ2lnK ≈ 4.5 (Rehfeldt et al., 1992). The site and the experiments performed are commonly referred to as5
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MADE (MAcro-Dispersion Experiment). The present analysis focuses on the second experiment, which6
was performed between June 1990 and September 1991 using tritium as a non-reactive tracer. The aim of7
the experiment was to develop an extensive field database for validating the type of geochemical models8
used to predict the transport and fate of groundwater contaminants (Boggs et al., 1993). The observed9
tritium plume exhibits a strongly non-Fickian, highly asymmetric spreading (at the formation scale) with10
high concentrations maintained near the source injection area and extensive low concentrations downstream.11
Although there exists abundant literature on the modeling of the (so termed) anomalous spreading at the12
MADE site, only a few works related with this paper will be referred to in this introduction. These works13
can be classified into two groups according to the approach used for transport modeling.14
In a first group, a number of authors have employed the classical advection-dispersion equation (ADE)15
to describe the strongly non-Fickian transport behavior (e.g., Adams and Gelhar, 1992; Eggleston and16
Rojstaczer, 1998; Barlebo et al., 2004; Salamon et al., 2007). Of these works, Salamon et al. (2007) showed17
that, with proper modeling of the fine-scale variability, it is possible to generate realizations of the hydraulic18
conductivity capable to reproduce the observed tracer movement, simply using the ADE. They used a hole-19
effect variogram model to characterize the flowmeter-derived conductivities. The final realizations displayed20
the apparent periodicity of the observed conductivities, which was enough to induce the type of spreading21
observed in the experiment. However, in practice, it is difficult to work with this type of high-resolution22
models, involving millions of nodes, particularly if multiple realizations are to be analyzed. This difficulty is23
what motivates our paper.24
In a second group, researchers have used models that go beyond the advection-dispersion model (e.g.,25
Berkowitz and Scher, 1998; Feehley et al., 2000; Harvey and Gorelick, 2000; Benson et al., 2001; Baeumer26
et al., 2001; Schumer et al., 2003; Guan et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Llopis-Albert and Capilla, 2009). These27
authors use dual-domain mass transfer models, continuous time random walk or other alternative models28
capable of accounting for the strongly delayed solute transport as an alternative to the classical ADE.29
However, these approaches are able to provide a good match to the observed field data only a posteriori ;30
that is, they need to calibrate their model parameters once the concentration data are collected, and then,31
they can reproduce, almost perfectly, any departure from Fickian transport. These works prove that there32
are alternative transport models able to explain the MADE data; however, at this point, they lack predictive33
capabilities since their parameters can only be determined after the experiment is done.34
All of these studies had varying degrees of success in reproducing the spreading of the tracer plume. For35
instance, Barlebo et al. (2004) obtained a good reproduction of the irregular plume using the ADE after36
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calibrating the concentration measurements and head data. However, calibrated hydraulic conductivities37
resulted a factor of five larger than the flowmeter-derived measurements. The authors attributed this dis-38
crepancy to a systematical measurement error. The accuracy of the flowmeter-derived conductivities and of39
the measured concentrations have raised further discussions (see Molz et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2006).40
Our work builds on the study by Salamon et al. (2007) with the purpose to show that the observed41
transport spreading at the MADE site can also be reproduced on a coarse model by the ADE. A high-42
resolution hydraulic conductivity realization is selected from the study by Salamon et al. (2007) and it is43
upscaled onto a coarser model with several orders of magnitude less elements. This upscaling approach, if44
successful, would permit multiple realization analyses since it would reduce significantly the computational45
effort needed to obtain the solute evolution at the site. Unlike previous studies of upscaling focusing on46
two-dimensional examples or synthetic experiments (e.g., Warren and Price, 1961; Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1991;47
Durlofsky et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2003), we analyze, with real data, a variety of three-dimensional (3D)48
hydraulic conductivity upscaling techniques ranging from simple averaging over a uniform grid to sophis-49
ticated Laplacian-based upscaling approaches on non-uniform grids. To the best of our knowledge, this is50
the first time that an analysis of this type has been performed in a real 3D case. Since we will be testing51
the use of a full tensor representation of conductivities in the upscaled model, our group had to develop a52
computer code (Li et al., 2010), which has been placed on the public domain, specifically designed to solve53
the finite-difference approximation of the groundwater flow equation without assuming that the principal54
directions of the hydraulic conductivity tensors are aligned to the reference axes.55
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, we summarize the findings by56
Salamon et al. (2007) who used a hole-effect variogram model to describe the spatial variability of lnK and,57
thus, were able to reproduce the non-Fickian solute spreading observed in the field. Out of the several58
realizations analyzed by Salamon et al. (2007), we select the one with the best reproduction of the solute59
spreading. This realization will be used as the reference to test different upscaling approaches. Second,60
in section 3, simple average, simple-Laplacian, Laplacian-with-skin and non-uniform coarsening upscaling61
methods are revisited from the perspective of their numerical implementation. Third, in section 4, the62
flow and transport numerical models are discussed, and the benefits/limitations of using different upscaling63
methods at the MADE site are quantified and evaluated. Next, in section 5, there is a general discussion.64
Finally, in section 6, we summarize the main results and conclusions of this paper.65
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2. Modeling transport at the MADE site66
In this work, we focus on the tritium data collected in the second MADE experiment. An extensive67
discussion of the main geological features and hydrogeological characterization of the site has been given68
by Boggs et al. (1992), Adams and Gelhar (1992), Rehfeldt et al. (1992), and Boggs and Adams (1992).69
Salamon et al. (2007) found that the non-Fickian solute spreading observed in the field could be reproduced70
using the standard advection-dispersion model as long as the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity is71
properly characterized at the fine scale. For the sake of completeness, next we briefly comment the results72
by Salamon et al. (2007).73
The geostatistical analysis of the 2 495 flowmeter-derived hydraulic conductivity measurements obtained74
at 62 boreholes (see Figure 1) indicates that the spatial variability of lnK shows a pseudo-periodic behavior75
in the direction of flow (Figure 2). This behavior is modeled using a hole-effect variogram, which is nested76
with a nugget effect and a spherical variogram as given by:77
γ(h) = c0 + c1 · Sph
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where h = (hx, hy, hz) is the separation vector, ax1 , ay1 , az1 are the ranges of the spherical variogram,78
ax2 , ay2 , az2 are the ranges of the hole-effect variogram, ‖ · ‖ denotes vector modulus, c0 is the nugget, c1 is79
the sill of the spherical model, c2 is the sill of the hole-effect model, with the y-axis oriented parallel to the80
flow direction, the x-axis is orthogonal to it on the horizontal plane, and the z-axis is parallel to the vertical81
direction. The parameter values used to fit the experimental variogram are given in Table 1. Notice that82
ay2 , and az2 are equal to infinity, meaning that the hole-effect is only present along the flow direction. The83
fitted model is also shown in Figure 2.84
The computational domain is a parallelepiped with dimensions of x = 110 m, y = 280 m, z = 10.5 m85
and it is discretized in 2 156 000 cells of size ∆x = ∆y = 1.0 m, and ∆z = 0.15 m (see Figure 1). Cell86
size, according to Salamon et al. (2007), is similar in magnitude with the support scale of the flowmeter87
measurements. The aquifer is modeled as confined with impermeable boundaries on the faces parallel to88
flow, and constant head boundaries on the faces orthogonal to it. The values prescribed at the constant head89
boundaries are obtained by kriging the head averages over one-year observed in the nearby piezometers.90
Salamon et al. (2007) used the random walk particle tracking code RW3D (Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al., 2005)91
to simulate solute transport. The local-scale longitudinal dispersivity was set as 0.1 m, which corresponds92
approximately to the value calculated by Harvey and Gorelick (2000). Transverse horizontal and vertical93
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local-scale dispersivity values were chosen to be one order of magnitude smaller than the longitudinal disper-94
sivity, i.e., 0.01 m. Apparent diffusion for tritium was set to 1.0 cm2/d (Gillham et al., 1984). An average95
total porosity of 0.32 as determined from the soil cores by Boggs et al. (1992) was assigned uniformly to96
the entire model area. The observed mass distribution on the 27th day was employed to establish the initial97
concentration distribution. A simple interpolation of the initial concentrations was used to establish the98
concentrations in the model cells, and then 50 000 particles were distributed accordingly. The observed mass99
distribution on the 328th day was used to obtain reference mass profile distributions to which the model is100
compared. These longitudinal profiles were obtained by integrating the mass from 28 equally-spaced vertical101
slices, each of 10 m width and parallel to flow. All results are displayed after normalizing the mass by the102
total mass injected. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal mass distribution profiles obtained by Salamon et al.103
(2007) after transport simulation on 40 realizations generated by sequential Gaussian simulation. These104
realizations were generated using the code GCOSIM3D, (Go´mez-Herna´ndez and Journel, 1993) with the105
variogram model given by equation (1) and the parameter values from Table 1. Out of these 40 realizations,106
solute transport on realization number 26 shows a spatial spread similar to the one observed in the field.107
For this reason, this conductivity realization is chosen as the reference field to test the different upscaling108
methods. Figure 4 shows the hydraulic conductivity field of realization number 26.109
Up to here, we have limited ourselves to briefly describe the specific results from Salamon et al. (2007)110
that this work uses as starting point. We are not trying to re-analyze MADE, but rather to demonstrate that111
careful hydraulic conductivity upscaling can be used to model flow and transport in highly heterogeneous112
fields exhibiting, at the formation scale, a non-Fickian behavior. To evaluate the upscaling procedure we113
will compare flow and transport in realization #26 before and after upscaling, aiming at obtaining the same114
results. Obviously, the departure of transport results computed on realization #26 from the experimental115
data will remain after upscaling. Trying to get the best reproduction of the experimental data will require116
a further calibration exercise that is not the objective of this paper.117
3. Hydraulic conductivity upscaling118
Although hydraulic conductivity upscaling has been disregarded by some researchers on the basis that119
the increase of computer capabilities will make it unnecessary, there will always be a discrepancy between the120
scale at which we can characterize the medium, and the scale at which we can run the numerical codes. This121
discrepancy makes upscaling necessary to transfer the information collected at the measurement scale into a122
coarser scale suitable for numerical modeling. The need for upscaling is even more justified when performing123
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uncertainty analysis in a Monte Carlo framework requiring the evaluation of multiple realizations. Excellent124
reviews on upscaling geology and hydraulic conductivity are given by Wen and Go´mez-Herna´ndez (1996b),125
Renard and Marsily (1997) and Sa´nchez-Vila et al. (2006). In this section, we briefly revisit the most126
commonly used upscaling techniques with an emphasis on their numerical implementation procedures.127
3.1. Simple averaging128
It is well known that, for one-dimensional flow in a heterogeneous aquifer, the equivalent hydraulic129
conductivity (Kb) that, for a given hydraulic head gradient, preserves the flows crossing the aquifer is given130
by the harmonic mean of the hydraulic conductivities (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). In two-dimensional flow131
for media with isotropic spatial correlation and a lognormal probability distribution, the geometric mean132
provides good block conductivities (Matheron, 1967); Go´mez-Herna´ndez and Wen (1994) and Sa´nchez-Vila133
et al. (1996) used synthetic experiments to corroborate this conclusion.134
Some heuristic rules have been proposed for three-dimensional upscaling. Cardwell and Parsons (1945)135
had already shown that the block conductivity should lie between the arithmetic mean and the harmonic136
mean when Journel et al. (1986) proposed the use of power averages (also referred to as ω-norms) to estimate137
block conductivities. The power average is given by:138
Kb =
{
1
V (x)
∫
V (x)
(Kx)
ωdV
}1/ω
(2)
where V (x) indicates the volume of the block; Kb is the block conductivity, and Kx represents the cell139
conductivities within the block, the power ω may vary from −1, yielding the harmonic mean, to +1, yield-140
ing the arithmetic mean, with ω = 0 corresponding to the geometric mean. Although Desbarats (1992)141
demonstrated that ω equals 1/3 in 3D for statistically isotropic and mildly heterogeneous formations, the142
power coefficient (ω) has to be obtained by resorting to numerical flow experiments in arbitrary flow fields.143
The main advantages of this method are its mathematic conciseness and the easiness of implementation.144
However, there are several limitations to this power-average approach: first, the exponent ω is site-specific145
and cannot be predicted in a general anisotropic heterogeneous medium except after numerical calibration146
experiments; second, the shape and size of the blocks are not considered.147
3.2. Simple-Laplacian148
This approach is based on the local solution, for each block being upscaled, of a variant of the Laplace149
equation (steady-state, groundwater flow with neither sources nor sinks). In this approach, the block con-150
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ductivity is assumed to be a tensor with principal directions parallel to the coordinate axes; and therefore,151
diagonal for this reference system.152
To determine each component of the tensor, a local problem is solved inducing flow in the component153
direction. For instance, in 2D, the tensor will have two components, Kbxx, and K
b
yy; to determine the154
component corresponding to the x direction, Kbxx, the procedure would be as follows: (1) extract the block155
being upscaled and solve the groundwater flow equation just within the block, at the fine scale with no flow156
boundaries on the sides parallel to flow and prescribed heads on the sides perpendicular to flow as shown in157
Figure 5; (2) evaluate the total flow Q through any cross-section parallel to the y-axis from the solution of158
the flow equation, and (3) compute the block conductivity tensor component in the x-direction as:159
Kbxx = −
(
Q
y1 − y0
)/(
h1 − h0
x1 − x0
)
(3)
where y1− y0 is the block width; h1−h0 is the difference between the prescribed heads on the opposite sides160
of the block (see Figure 5), and x1 − x0 is the block length. K
b
yy would be obtained similarly after solving a161
similar local flow problem with the boundary conditions in Figure 5 rotated 90◦.162
The main shortcoming of this approach is that the assumption of a diagonal tensor is not well-founded163
for a heterogeneous aquifer. In other words, the heterogeneity within the block may induce an overall flux164
that is not parallel to the macroscopic head gradient, a behavior that cannot be captured with a diagonal165
tensor.166
This method has been widely used to calculate block conductivities in petroleum engineering and hydro-167
geology (e.g., Warren and Price, 1961; Bouwer, 1969; Journel et al., 1986; Desbarats, 1987, 1988; Deutsch,168
1989; Begg et al., 1989; Bachu and Cuthiell, 1990). More recently Sa´nchez-Vila et al. (1996) utilized this169
approach to study the scale effects in transmissivity; Jourde et al. (2002) used it to calculate block equiv-170
alent conductivities for fault zones; and Flodin et al. (2004) used this method to illustrate the impact of171
boundary conditions on upscaling. It has also been employed by Ferna`ndez-Garcia and Go´mez-Herna´ndez172
(2007) and Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al. (2009) to evaluate the impact of hydraulic conductivity upscaling on173
solute transport. Some reasons favoring this approach are that it is not empirical but phenomenological,174
i.e., it is based on the solution of the groundwater flow equation, and it yields a tensor representation of the175
block conductivity, which would be exact for the case of perfectly layered media, with the layers parallel to176
the coordinate axes.177
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3.3. Laplacian-with-skin178
To overcome the shortcomings of the simple-Laplacian approach, the Laplacian-with-skin approach was179
presented by Go´mez-Herna´ndez (1991). In this approach, the block conductivity is represented by a generic180
tensor (not necessarily diagonal) and the local flow problem is solved over an area that includes the block181
plus a skin surrounding it (see Figure 6). The skin is designed to reduce the impact of the arbitrary boundary182
conditions used in the solution of the local flow problems letting the conductivity values surrounding the183
block to take some control on the flow patterns within the block.184
For a 3D block, the overall algorithm is summarized as follows: (1) the block to upscale plus the skin is185
extracted from the domain; (2) flow is solved at the fine scale within the block-plus-skin region for a series186
of boundary conditions; (3) for each boundary condition the spatially-averaged specific discharge (q) and187
gradient (J) are calculated as,188
〈qi〉 =
1
V (x)
∫
V (x)
qi(x)dx (4)
189
〈Ji〉 =
1
V (x)
∫
V (x)
∂h(x)
∂xi
dx (5)
where i refers to the three components of the vectors (i.e., qx, qy and qz ; Jx,Jy and Jz); and (4) the tensor190
components of Kb are determined by solving the following overdetermined system of linear equations by a191
standard least squares procedure (Press et al., 1988).192


〈Jx〉1 〈Jy〉1 〈Jz〉1 0 0 0
0 〈Jx〉1 0 〈Jy〉1 〈Jz〉1 0
0 0 〈Jx〉1 0 〈Jy〉1 〈Jz〉1
〈Jx〉2 〈Jy〉2 〈Jz〉2 0 0 0
0 〈Jx〉2 0 〈Jy〉2 〈Jz〉2 0
0 0 〈Jx〉2 0 〈Jy〉2 〈Jz〉2
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
〈Jx〉n 〈Jy〉n 〈Jz〉n 0 0 0
0 〈Jx〉n 0 〈Jy〉n 〈Jz〉n 0
0 0 〈Jx〉n 0 〈Jy〉n 〈Jz〉n


·


Kbxx
Kbxy
Kbxz
Kbyy
Kbyz
Kbzz


= −


〈qx〉1
〈qy〉1
〈qz〉1
〈qx〉2
〈qy〉2
〈qz〉2
· · ·
〈qx〉n
〈qy〉n
〈qz〉n


(6)
where 1, . . . , n refers to the different boundary conditions; Kbxx · · · K
b
zz are the components of the upscaled193
equivalent conductivity tensor Kb. In principle, in 3D, two sets of boundary conditions are sufficient to194
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determine Kb. However, from a practical point of view, the number of boundary conditions should be195
greater than two (n > 2) to better approximate all possible flow scenarios.196
Every three rows in Equation (6) are the result of enforcing Darcy’s law on the average values in equations197
(4) and (5) for a given boundary condition:198
〈q〉 = −Kb〈J〉 (7)
The block conductivity tensor must be symmetric and positive definite. Symmetry is easily enforced by199
making Kbxy = K
b
yx, K
b
xz = K
b
zx and K
b
yz = K
b
zy. Positive definiteness is checked a posteriori. In case the200
resulting tensor is non-positive definite, the calculation is repeated either with more boundary conditions or201
with a larger skin size (Wen et al., 2003; Li et al., 2011).202
We note that the critical point in this approach is the selection of the set of n alternative boundary203
conditions. In general, this set of boundary conditions is chosen so as to induce flow in several directions (for204
instance, the prescribed head boundary conditions in Figure 6 induce flow at 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ angles with205
respect to the x-direction). For the boundary conditions, we have chosen to prescribe linearly varying heads206
along the sides of the blocks, other authors (Durlofsky, 1991) have proposed the use of periodic boundary207
conditions. Flodin et al. (2004) showed that the resulting block conductivities do not depend significantly208
on whether the boundary conditions are linearly varying or periodic.209
3.4. Non-uniform coarsening210
Prior to upscaling, the fine-scale realization has to be overlain with the coarse-scale discretization that211
will be used in the numerical model. Each block in the coarse discretization must be assigned an upscaled212
conductivity value on the basis of the conductivity values in the fine-scale realization. Initially, all studies213
on hydraulic conductivity upscaling assumed that the coarse scale discretization was uniform, that is, all214
coarse blocks were of the same shape and size, until Durlofsky et al. (1997) introduced the concept of non-215
uniform coarsening. The rationale was simple, if upscaling induces smoothing, and the petroleum engineer216
is most interested in the water cut (the early breakthrough at the production wells when petroleum is being217
displaced by injected water) it is important to smooth the least the areas of high displacement velocities,218
whereas the smoothing in the areas of low velocities is less relevant. For this purpose, Durlofsky et al. (1997)219
suggest the following steps: (1) identify the underlying high velocity regions using a fine-scale single-phase220
flow simulation; (2) on the basis of this simulation define a discretization with small blocks in high-velocity221
areas and large ones elsewhere; and (3) apply the Laplacian-with-skin upscaling technique to calculate the222
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block conductivity tensors of the coarse (non-uniform) blocks.223
In a hydrogeological context, we can also use a non-uniform coarsening aimed to preserve small blocks in:224
(1) high flow velocity zones; (2) regions where hydraulic gradients change substantially over short distances,225
such as near pumping or injection wells (Wen and Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1998); (3) areas near contaminant226
spills within a regional aquifer where accurate simulation of plume movement is of interest; and (4) in zones227
requiring a detailed representation of heterogeneity, for instance to capture channels or fractures (Durlofsky228
et al., 1997; Wen et al., 2003; Flodin et al., 2004).229
4. Coarse model and simulation results230
In this section, we first present the governing equation and the solution procedures for the flow and231
transport models, and then we discuss the results obtained applying the different upscaling techniques232
described in the previous section. All of these techniques are applied to realization #26 of the MADE233
aquifer in Salamon et al. (2007).234
4.1. Coarse Flow and Transport Equations235
Under steady-state flow conditions and in the absence of sinks and sources, the flow equation of an236
incompressible or slightly compressible fluid in saturated porous media can be expressed by combining237
Darcy’s Law and the continuity equation, which in Cartesian coordinates is (Bear, 1972; Freeze and Cherry,238
1979):239
∇·
(
K(x)∇h(x)
)
= 0 (8)
where h is the piezometric head, and K is a second-order symmetric hydraulic conductivity tensor.240
Most frequently, the hydraulic conductivity tensor is assumed isotropic and therefore can be represented241
by a scalar. In this case, a standard seven-point block-centered finite-difference stencil is typically employed242
to solve the partial differential equation in three dimensions. This approach is also valid if, for all blocks,243
the conductivity is modeled as a tensor with the principal directions aligned with the block sides (Harbaugh244
et al., 2000). However, when modeling geologically complex environments at a coarse scale, the assumption245
of isotropic block conductivity or even tensor conductivity with principal components parallel to the block246
sides is not warranted. It is more appropriate to use a full hydraulic conductivity tensor to capture properly247
the average flow patterns within the blocks (Bourgeat, 1984; Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1991; Wen et al., 2003; Zhou248
et al., 2010). Recently, the commonly used groundwater model software MODFLOW implemented a new249
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module that allows the use of a full tensorial representation for hydraulic conductivity within model layers250
(Anderman et al., 2002) which has been successfully applied in 2D examples such as in Ferna`ndez-Garcia251
and Go´mez-Herna´ndez (2007).252
Modeling three-dimensional flow in a highly heterogeneous environment at a coarse scale, requires ac-253
counting for a tensorial representation of hydraulic conductivity. We cannot assume, a priori that specific254
discharge and hydraulic head gradient will be parallel, nor that the principal directions of the hydraulic con-255
ductivity tensors are the same in all blocks. For this reason, and given that MODFLOW can only account256
for 3D tensors if one of its principal directions is aligned with the vertical direction, Li et al. (2010) de-257
veloped a three-dimensional groundwater flow simulation with tensor conductivities of arbitrary orientation258
of their principal directions. This code is based on an nineteen-point finite-difference approximation of the259
groundwater flow equation, so that the flow crossing any block interface will depend not only on the head260
gradient orthogonal to the face, but also on the head gradient parallel to it.261
Finite-difference modeling approximates the specific discharges across the interface between any two262
blocks i and j as a function of the hydraulic conductivity tensor in between block centers. This tensor is263
neither the one of block i nor of the one of block j. For this reason, finite-difference numerical models need264
to approximate the interblock conductivity; the most commonly used approximation is taking the harmonic265
mean of adjacent block values. When block conductivities are represented by a tensor, the concept of how266
to average the block tensors in adjacent blocks is not clear. To overcome this difficulty, the code developed267
by Li et al. (2010) takes directly, as input, interblock conductivity tensors, removing the need of any internal268
averaging of tensors defined at block centers. Within the context of upscaling, deriving the interblock269
conductivity tensors simply amounts to isolate the parallelepiped centered at the interface between adjacent270
blocks, instead of isolating the block itself, and then apply the upscaling techniques described in the previous271
section. In other contexts, the user must supply the interblock conductivity tensors directly. Several authors272
(Appel, 1976; Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1991; Romeu and Noetinger, 1995; Li et al., 2010) have recommended to273
work directly with interblock conductivities for more accurate groundwater flow simulations.274
The details of the algorithm used to solve the flow equation are provided in Li et al. (2010) and summarized275
in Appendix A.276
Mass transport is simulated using the advection-dispersion equation: (Bear, 1972; Freeze and Cherry,277
1979):278
φ
∂C(x, t)
∂t
= −∇·
(
q(x)C(x, t)
)
+∇·
(
φD∇C(x, t)
)
(9)
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where C is the dissolved concentration of solute in the liquid phase; φ is the porosity; D is the local279
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient tensor, and q is the Darcy velocity given by q(x) = −K(x)∇h(x).280
As in the works of Salamon et al. (2007) and Llopis-Albert and Capilla (2009) at the MADE site,281
the random walk particle tracking code RW3D (Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al., 2005; Salamon et al., 2006) is282
used to solve the transport equation (9). In this approach, the displacement of each particle in a time283
step includes a deterministic component, which depends only on the local velocity field, and a Brownian284
motion component responsible for dispersion. A hybrid scheme is utilized for the velocity interpolation285
which provides local as well as global divergence-free velocity fields within the solution domain. Meanwhile,286
a continuous dispersion-tensor field provides a good mass balance at grid interfaces of adjacent cells with287
contrasting hydraulic conductivities (LaBolle et al., 1996; Salamon et al., 2006). Furthermore, in contrast288
to the constant time scheme, a constant displacement scheme (Wen and Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1996a), which289
modifies automatically the time step size for each particle according to the local velocity, is employed in290
order to reduce computational effort.291
4.2. Upscaling design and error measure292
In this work, we have performed both uniform and non-uniform upscaling. In the case of uniform293
upscaling, the original hydraulic conductivity realization discretized into 110 × 280 × 70 cells of 1 m by294
1 m by 0.15 m is upscaled onto a model with 11 × 28 × 14 blocks of 10 m by 10 m by 0.75 m. This295
upscaling represents going from 2 156 000 cells down to 4 312 blocks, i.e., a reduction by a factor of 500.296
The reduction in model size, undoubtedly, reduces the computational cost for flow and transport modeling.297
As will be shown, the flow and transport results can be improved using a non-uniform discretization of the298
coarse model. For the non-uniform upscaling, the discretization continues to be a rectangular grid, with the299
following coarse block dimensions: along the x-axis (orthogonal to flow), block dimension is 10 m, except300
between x = 40 m and x = 90 m where it is 5 m; along the y-axis (parallel to flow), block dimension is 10301
m, except between y = 20 m and y = 130 m where it is 5 m; and along the z-axis, block dimension is 1.5 m302
between z = 0 m and z = 3 m and 0.75 m elsewhere. The final model has 16× 39× 12 (7 488) blocks, with303
smaller blocks close to the source and along the area through which it is most likely that the solute plume304
will travel. The reduction factor in size, with respect to the initial discretization is close to 300.305
The first set of upscaling runs use simple averaging rules to obtain the block conductivity values. The306
second set of runs use the Laplacian-based approaches. Within this second set of runs we carry out a307
first comparison using tensor conductivity values computed at block centers versus tensor conductivities308
computed at the interfaces; the former requires a further averaging of adjacent block values to approximate309
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the interblock conductivities needed by the numerical solver, whereas the latter does not. Then, after showing310
that interface-centered conductivity upscaling is more appropriate, the following upscaling runs are always311
performed with interblock conductivities.312
In the application of any of the Laplacian approaches for upscaling, the local flow model that must be313
run for each block was solved by finite differences using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method im-314
plemented in MODFLOW (Hill, 1990) since we found it to be the fastest algorithm for the same convergence315
criteria.316
In the Laplacian-with-skin approach, the size of the skin was taken equal to half the block size in each317
direction. A prior sensitivity analysis revealed that this skin size was enough to capture accurately the318
average flow crossing each of the upscaled blocks. Zhou et al. (2010) also found that half the block size is319
a good choice for the skin size in most situations. The overdetermined system of equations from which the320
components of the block tensor are described is built after solving nine local flow problems. In each of the321
local problems the prescribed heads applied to the boundaries of the block vary linearly as a function of322
x, y and z so that they impose overall head gradients parallel to the directions given by the following nine323
vectors (1, 0, 0),(0, 1, 0),(0, 0, 1),(1, 1, 0),(1, 0, 1),(0, 1, 1),(1, 1, 0), (−1, 0, 1),(0,−1, 1).324
To evaluate the performance of the different upscaling techniques we focus on the reproduction of the325
interblock fluxes and on the reproduction of the solute transport. For the fluxes, we compare the interblock326
specific discharges obtained after solving the flow equation at the coarse scale with the corresponding values327
derived after solving the flow equation in the reference field at the fine scale. We focus on fluxes instead328
of piezometric heads because fluxes have a larger spatial variability and have a dominant role in solute329
transport. The metric we use to evaluate each technique is the average relative bias (RB) given by:330
RB =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣qf,i − qc,i
qf,i
∣∣∣ · 100 (10)
where N is the number of block interfaces; qf,i is the specific discharge through the block interface i computed331
from the fine scale solution, and qc,i is the specific discharge through the block interface i resulting from the332
coarse scale simulation.333
Mass transport reproduction is evaluated qualitatively by comparing the longitudinal mass distribution334
profiles at the 328th day obtained from the fine scale model with the one obtained from the coarse scale335
model.336
Notice that the same transport parameters used for the fine scale simulation described in section 2 are337
also used for the coarse scale simulation.338
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4.3. Results and Comparisons339
Next, we will discuss the flow and transport performance of the different upscaling approaches. The flow340
upscaling analysis excludes the interfaces of the blocks which are adjacent to the boundaries; the reason341
for the exclusion is that the boundary conditions have an impact on the results of upscaling in the nearby342
blocks (Vermeulen et al., 2006). Excluding these blocks, the discrepancies in flow reproduction between343
the coarse and fine scale simulations will be due to the upscaling method and not to the presence of the344
boundaries. This consideration is not necessary when analyzing the transport upscaling since the plume345
travels far enough from the boundaries. Also, since, for transport purposes, the flows along the y-axis are346
the most relevant (and of the highest magnitude), the graphs only shows the specific discharges across the347
interfaces orthogonal to the y-axis, similar results are obtained when analyzing the interfaces orthogonal to348
the x- and z-axis.349
Figure 7 shows the scatterplots of reference versus upscaled fluxes through the block interfaces using350
simple averaging methods. All circles within the dotted lines have a relative bias smaller than 10% of the351
reference values, whereas the circles within the solid lines have a relative bias smaller than 40%. It is clear352
that, out of the different averages, the power average with a power of 0.5 gives the best results. The use of353
the harmonic mean (Figure 7A) (power average with ω = −1) tends to severely underestimate the reference354
fluxes, while the arithmetic mean (Figure 7C) (power average with ω = +1) tends to overestimate them. The355
geometric mean (power average with ω = 0) does a better work but stills tends to underestimate the fluxes356
(Figure 7B). The best average, as already pointed out by Cardwell and Parsons (1945) should be somewhere357
between the harmonic and the arithmetic averages. In this specific case, we found that the smallest bias358
occurs when ω = 0.5 (Figure 7D), resulting in a relative bias, RB, of 11%. As mentioned earlier, for isotropic,359
mildly heterogeneous media, Desbarats (1992) found ω = 1/3 to be the best power average for upscaling360
purposes. In the MADE case, the field is neither isotropic, nor mildly varying (lnK variance is close to 5),361
thus it is not surprising that the optimal power value does not coincide with the value reported by Desbarats362
(1992).363
Figure 8 shows the longitudinal mass distribution profile (integrated along the direction orthogonal to364
flow, and normalized by the total mass) of the tritium plume using different simple averaging upscaling365
techniques at 328 days. The solid line represents the fine scale result. For reference, the initial conditions366
at 27 days are also shown by the bold dashed curve. The remaining of the curves are the upscaled results367
for the different averages. Both the upscaled models using the arithmetic mean and the 0.5 power average368
are capable of reproducing the long downstream spreading of the contaminant plume, with the power mean369
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resulting in a better representation of the distribution close to the source. Yet, none of the methods exhibits370
a satisfactory accuracy.371
Figure 9 shows the scatterplots of reference versus upscaled fluxes using different Laplacian approaches.372
Figures 9A and 9B display upscaling approaches using a simple-Laplacian (i.e., without skin, and assuming373
diagonal tensors) for block-centered and interblock-centered upscaling, respectively. It is clear that it is better374
to upscale directly the interblock conductivity than upscaling the block values and then let the numerical375
model estimate internally the interblock conductivity. This is consistent with earlier studies (Li et al., 2010).376
Figures 9B and 9C display two different Laplacian approaches without skin. The simple-Laplacian in377
Figure 9B assumes a diagonal representation of the tensor in the reference axes, whereas the Laplacian-with-378
skin but with a skin set to zero in Figure 9C allows for the tensor representation to be non-diagonal. Allowing379
the tensor principal components not to be aligned with the reference axes results in a better representation of380
the fluxes, since it is unlikely that all interblocks would have conductivities with principal directions parallel381
to the reference axes.382
Moreover, if the skin is allowed to increase up to half the block size, the results improve even further, as383
can be checked by comparing Figures 9C and 9D. This improvement can be related to the reduction of the384
influence in the flow patterns within the block of the boundary conditions used in the local flow models in385
favor of the influence of the nearby conductivities from the reference aquifer.386
Since most of the commonly available groundwater flow simulators only accept diagonal tensors as input387
parameter values, a test was made by solving the flow and transport in the coarse scale ignoring the off-388
diagonal components of the tensors used in Figure 9D. The results are shown in Figure 9E and they are389
qualitatively similar to those in Figure 9D. In this specific case, in which the reference axes of the numerical390
model are aligned with the main directions of the statistical anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity it could391
be expected that the off-diagonal components of the upscaled block conductivity tensors were small, and392
therefore, flow predictions neglecting them go almost unaffected. In a general setting with complex geology,393
cross-beddings, or non-uniform anisotropies, the use of a full tensor block conductivity would be necessary394
for a good reproduction of the aquifer response (Bierkens and Weerts, 1994).395
Finally, Figure 9F shows that the best results are achieved when the upscaling is performed on a non-396
uniform coarse grid, which has been refined in the areas of highest velocities (see grid in Figure 15), using an397
interface-centered Laplacian-with-skin upscaling. While this result is expected, since the number of model398
blocks is larger in the non-uniform grid, the improvement is not due just to having almost twice as many399
blocks, but to the fact, that these many more blocks are located in the zones where the variability of velocity400
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is the highest. The message to take away is that it is advantageous to use a non-uniform coarse grid and401
that the definition of this grid is very important to achieve the best upscaling results. Other authors have402
investigated along these lines and have proposed the use of flexible grids which maintain a given topology403
(basically keeping constant the number of rows, columns and layers) but which are deformed so as to reduce404
the variability of the specific discharge vector within each coarse block (i.e, Garcia et al., 1992; Wen and405
Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1998).406
Figure 10 compares the mass longitudinal profile of the upscaling approaches in Figures 9A (uniform grid,407
simple-Laplacian, block-centered), 9B (uniform grid, simple-Laplacian, interblock-centered) and 9D (uniform408
grid, Laplacian-with-skin, interblock-centered) with the reference profile at day 328. The improvement in the409
reproduction of the reference values by the difference upscaling techniques shows a similar progression as the410
improvement seen in the reproduction of the fluxes in Figure 9. Comparing these curves to any of the curves411
in Figure 8, which were obtained with simple averaging upscaling rules, it is clear that any upscaling approach412
based on a local solution of the flow equation provides a better representation of the hydraulic conductivity413
distribution and yields better transport predictions. The two interblock-aimed upscaling approaches are able414
to capture both the peak concentration near the source and the downstream spreading.415
Figure 11 shows the mass longitudinal profile of the upscaling approaches in Figures 9D (uniform416
grid, Laplacian-with-skin, interblock-centered) and 9F (non-uniform grid, Laplacian-with-skin, interblock-417
centered). It is evident that the non-uniform coarsening gives again the best results: up to a downstream418
distance of 200 m, the reproduction is almost perfect, and the very low concentrations for distances farther419
than 200 m are adequately reproduced.420
A final comparison of the different approaches can be performed by analyzing the spatial distribution421
of the contaminant plume, both in plan view (depth integrated) and lateral view (integrated along the x-422
axis). Figure 12 shows the contaminant plume in the reference fine-scale conductivity realization. Figures423
13, 14, and 15 show the corresponding distributions for the mass transport simulation in the upscaled fields424
using a block-centered, simple-Laplacian upscaling approach, an interblock-centered, Laplacian-with-skin425
approach, and the non-uniform coarsening, interblock-centered, Laplacian-with-skin approach, respectively.426
It is evident that the block-centered approach is not capable to produce a field in which the solute travels427
as far downstream as in the reference field, while the most elaborated upscaling approach of Figure 15 gives428
results which quite closely resemble the reference values.429
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5. Discussion430
We have shown that flow and transport can be modeled at the MADE site by the advection dispersion431
equation on relatively coarse discretization if the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity at the fine scale432
is properly characterized and a careful upscaling approach is applied to it. But, why is this so? and why is433
the non-uniform grid interblock-centered Laplacian-with-skin upscaling the approach to use?434
Let’s first analyze the progression in the reproduction of the specific discharges with the upscaling ap-435
proaches. It is well known that the coarse-scale representation of conductivity as a tensor is mostly due to436
the statistical anisotropy at the fine scale (Lake, 1988). In the limit, with infinite correlation in the horizontal437
plane, the medium would be perfectly layered and the tensor conductivity will have arithmetic average for438
the horizontal components and the harmonic average for the vertical ones. At the MADE site, the horizontal439
continuity is not infinity, but it is quite large compared with the size of the domain, this is the reason why,440
for the reproduction of the specific discharges across the interfaces which are orthogonal to the direction of441
maximum continuity, the best average is a power-average with exponent in between those corresponding to442
the geometric and arithmetic averages, and larger than the theoretical value for statistically isotropic media.443
Yet, assuming that the conductivity is a scalar (as is done when a simple average is used) implies that it444
is isotropic to flow. At the MADE site there is still enough anisotropic heterogeneity within the blocks to445
warrant the need of a tensor to describe hydraulic conductivity at the coarse scale. This is why all the446
Laplacian-based approaches perform better than the simple averaging ones.447
Of the Laplacian-based approaches, it is shown that computing tensor conductivities at block centers and448
then taking the harmonic average of the components corresponding to the directions orthogonal to adjacent449
interfaces introduces a noise that can be eliminated by aiming directly at upscaling the interblock conductivity450
tensor to feed directly into the numerical simulator. This is why all interface-centered approaches outperform451
the block-centered approach.452
Of the interblock-centered approaches, analyzing the local flow within an area extending beyond the453
limits of the block being upscaled (that is, including a skin) also improves the upscaling. The reason being,454
that the upscaled conductivities are always nonlocal (Neuman and Orr, 1993; Indelman and Abramovich,455
1994), that is, they depend not only on the fine-scale conductivities within the block, but on the ones outside,456
too. Extracting the block to upscale, plus a skin area surrounding it, and applying the boundary conditions457
of the local flow problems outside the skin, reduces the impact of the boundary conditions inside the block458
and allows the immediately surrounding fine scale conductivities to impose some control on the flow patterns459
within the block (as it will happen when the block is embedded in the aquifer).460
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The Laplacian-with-skin approach provides a tensor with arbitrary orientation of its principal directions.461
For the MADE site, it appears that assuming that the principal directions of the block hydraulic conductivity462
tensors are parallel to the reference axes for all blocks, does not seem to introduce too large an error (compare463
Figures 9D and 9E), something that could be explained on the basis that the statistical anisotropy model464
used has its principal directions of continuity aligned with the reference axes for the entire domain. In cases465
such as cross-bedded formations, or aquifers with a heterogeneity description for which anisotropy varies466
locally with the domain, the assumption that the principal directions are parallel to the reference axes could467
not be sustained.468
Upscaling induces heterogeneity smoothing, by defining a non-uniform coarse grid that tries to reduce469
the smoothing on those areas with the highest velocities, and also on areas where fluid velocity will have the470
largest impact in transport predictions, the results after upscaling will be better than if we define a uniform471
coarse grid. Although this may appear as a trivial result, it often is disregarded.472
But a good reproduction of the fluxes at the coarse scale is not guarantee that transport predictions473
will be equally good. It has been shown (Ferna`ndez-Garcia and Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 2007; Ferna`ndez-Garcia474
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011) that, in some occasions, after coarsening a hydraulic conductivity grid, the475
removal of the within-block heterogeneity requires some type of transport upscaling, either modifying the476
transport parameters (such as enhancing dispersivity) or including transport processes besides advection477
and dispersion (such as mass transfer). Recall that in our work we kept the same transport equation, with478
the same parameter values for the fine and coarse scale simulations. But, for the MADE site this is not479
necessary. The reason is related on how much smearing out of the within-block heterogeneity is induced480
by the conductivity upscaling. When this smearing out is important, then, there is a need to include other481
processes; but for the MADE site and the chosen upscaling, this is not the case. The ratio between the482
coarse block size and the correlation ranges of the fine scale conductivities is substantially smaller than one,483
in the direction of flow, the ratio is 1/8, in the horizontal plane orthogonal to flow, the ratio is 1/3.2 and484
in the vertical direction is 1/5.5; this means that the variability of logconductivity within the block is much485
smaller than the overall variance of 4.5, and therefore the heterogeneity wiped out by the upscaling process486
is not as large as to require a further transport upscaling. In the references cited above, the size of the block487
was on the order of magnitude of the correlation range of the underlying hydraulic conductivity if not larger,488
and, therefore, upscaling on those cases implied an important smoothing of heterogeneity that had to be489
taken into account in the transport simulation at the coarse scale.490
Can the findings from this work be extrapolated to other case studies? We believe that, regarding flow491
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upscaling, yes they can. In fact, the findings from this paper are in agreement with similar works in other case492
studies. However, regarding transport upscaling, they can be extrapolated only under the same conditions493
considered here, that is, using coarse blocks smaller than the correlation range, and, using a non-uniform494
grid with smaller blocks in the areas with highest velocities and in the areas through which the plume will495
travel.496
The final point of discussion is why we have worked trying to reproduce flow and transport on a realization497
from Salamon et al. (2007) instead of trying to reproduce the available experimental data. This paper did not498
try to perform a calibration exercise of the MADE site, but rather to help in performing such a calibration499
in the future. With the work in this paper we show that a coarse scale model, obtained by careful upscaling500
of a fine scale one, can reproduce the type of transport behavior observed at the MADE site simply using501
the advection dispersion equation. Trying to calibrate a two-million cell model as obtained by Salamon502
et al. (2007) is not an easy task, it would require running many times the flow and transport models in many503
realizations of the site; but those runs would be possible on the coarse models used in our work. The next step504
in this direction would be to develop a calibration approach that would account for the upscaling step needed505
to reduce the numerical modeling effort. In its application of such an approach, considering heterogeneity506
in porosity may also help in obtaining the best calibration; something not needed in our upscaling exercise,507
since we assume constant porosity attached to the reference conductivity realization.508
6. Summary and Conclusions509
In this paper, we have presented a detailed analysis of the impact of different upscaling techniques on510
the reproduction of solute transport at the MADE site. We use as a reference a fine scale realization taken511
from the work by Salamon et al. (2007) that is able to reproduce the contaminant spreading observed in the512
experiment using an advection-dispersion model. The techniques analyzed span from simple averaging to513
the estimation of block tensors by local flow models. We have also analyzed the impact that non-uniform514
coarsening may have in the quality of the results.515
This work has three main and important conclusions:516
1. In complex environments, such as the MADE site, with hydraulic conductivities which vary over many517
orders of magnitude, and display an intricate spatial variability, choosing an elaborated upscaling518
technique yields the best flow and transport results. In particular, the upscaling technique that best519
performs is the one that computes interblock-centered conductivity tensors using a local solution of520
the flow equation over a domain including the block plus a skin.521
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2. A non-uniform coarsening focused in the refinement of the regions through which the solute plume522
travels can further improve the results.523
3. Modeling of flow and transport at the MADE site has been the object of debate for many years,524
and many complex transport models have been proposed to reproduce the plume spreading observed.525
We show that the advection-dispersion model can be used on a coarse model to explain the plume526
migration in the highly heterogeneous MADE site if careful modeling/upscaling of the flow field is527
performed, as long as the block size remains smaller than the correlation ranges of the underlying fine528
scale conductivities.529
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Table 1: Variogram parameters for the model fit in Figure 2
Model Type Sill Range [m]
c ax ay az
Nugget 0.424
Spherical 3.820 32 80 4.1
Hole effect 0.891 ∞ 80 ∞
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Figure 1: Plan view of model domain. Open circles denote multilevel sampler wells. Triangles indicate the tracer injection
wells. Solid circles correspond to flowmeter well locations.
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Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical experimental variograms, and fitted model, for the lnK flowmeter data. The rotation angle
of the directional variograms is measured in degrees clockwise from the positive y-axis.
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Figure 3: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the observed tritium plume at MADE, and predictions on several realizations
of hydraulic conductivity. Each realization was generated (on natural-log space) over a grid of 110×280×70 cells by sequential
Gaussian simulation using the variogram model in Equation 1.
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Figure 4: Realization #26 of lnK from Salamon et al. (2007). This realization exhibits a strong solute tailing and it is used as
the reference in the upscaling exercise. (The scale of the z-axis is exaggerated seven times for clarity.)
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Figure 5: Boundary conditions that would be used in 2D for the local flow model when performing the simple-Laplacian
upscaling in order to determine the x-component of the hydraulic conductivity tensor. In the simple-Laplacian approach, it is
always assumed that the principal directions of the conductivity tensor are parallel to the reference axes.
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Figure 6: An example of four boundary condition sets that could be used in 2D for the local flow models when performing the
Laplacian-with-skin upscaling. The white area is the block being upscaled, and the gray area is the skin region; the arrows
indicate the (negative) mean head gradient induced by the prescribed head boundary conditions, and the shapes on the sides
of the block indicate the magnitude of the prescribed heads given by tilting planes with gradients opposite to the arrows.
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Figure 7: Flow comparison at the fine and coarse scales using simple averaging upscaling approaches. All circles within the
dashed lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 10% from the reference ones; similarly, all circles within the
outer solid lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 40%. The average relative bias, as defined in Equation
10, is reported in the lower right corner of each box.
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Figure 8: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the tritium plume from the fine scale reference realization, and predictions
by some simple averaging upscaling approaches at the coarse scale for t = 328 days.
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Figure 9: Flow comparison at the fine and coarse scales using Laplacian-based upscaling approaches. All circles within the
dashed lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 10% from the reference ones; similarly, all circles within the
outer solid lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 40%. The average relative bias, as defined in Equation
10, is reported in the lower right corner of each box.
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Figure 10: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the tritium plume from the fine scale reference realization, and predictions
by some Laplacian-based upscaling approaches at the coarse scale, for t = 328 days.
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Figure 11: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the tritium plume from the fine scale reference realization, and predictions
on uniform and non-uniform coarse scale grids, for t = 328 days.
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Figure 12: Transport in the fine scale reference realization for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration
distribution. (B) Laterally-integrated normalized concentration distribution.
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Figure 13: Transport at the coarse scale after upscaling the reference realization on a uniform grid using a block-centered simple-
Laplacian approach for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration distribution. (B) Laterally-integrated
normalized concentration distribution.
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Figure 14: Transport at the coarse scale after upscaling the reference realization on a uniform grid using an interblock-centered
simple-Laplacian approach for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration distribution. (B) Laterally-
integrated normalized concentration distribution.
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Figure 15: Transport at the coarse scale after upscaling the reference realization on a non-uniform grid using an interblock-
centered Laplacian-with-skin approach for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration distribution. (B)
Laterally-integrated normalized concentration distribution.
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Appendix A530
A nineteen-point block-centered finite-difference procedure for the solution of saturated groundwater531
steady flow in 3D with full tensor conductivities is described here. In the absence of sinks and sources, the532
partial differential equation governing flow in three-dimensions can be expressed as:533
∂
∂x
(
Kxx
∂h
∂x
+Kxy
∂h
∂y
+Kxz
∂h
∂z
)
+
∂
∂y
(
Kxy
∂h
∂x
+Kyy
∂h
∂y
+Kyz
∂h
∂z
)
+
∂
∂z
(
Kxz
∂h
∂x
+Kyz
∂h
∂y
+Kzz
∂h
∂z
)
= 0
(A-1)
If this equation is discretized with a nineteen-point block-centered finite-difference stencil over a non-uniform534
grid of parallelpipedal blocks, the following equation results for a generic block (i, j, k) of size ∆x|i,j,k ×535
∆y|i,j,k ×∆z|i,j,k (see Figure A-1):536
1
∆x|i,j,k
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(A-2)
The hydraulic gradients at the interfaces are approximated by central differences from the heads at the537
nineteen blocks surrounding (i, j, k), That is,538
∂h
∂x
∣∣∣∣
i+1/2,j,k
=
hi,j+1,k − hi,j−1,k
△x|i,j+1,k + 2△x|i,j,k +△x|i,j−1,k
+
hi+1,j+1,k − hi+1,j−1,k
△x|i+1,j+1,k + 2△x|i+1,j,k +△x|i+1,j−1,k
∂h
∂y
∣∣∣∣
i+1/2,j,k
=
2(hi+1,j,k − hi,j,k)
△y|i+1,j,k +△y|i,j,k
∂h
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i+1/2,j,k
=
hi,j,k+1 − hi,j,k−1
△z|i,j,k+1 + 2△z|i,j,k +△z|i,j,k−1
+
hi+1,j,k+1 − hi+1,j,k−1
△z|i+1,j,k+1 + 2△z|i+1,j,k +△z|i+1,j,k−1
(A-3)
The partial derivatives of the hydraulic head in the other five interfaces can be given by similar expressions.539
Substituting (A-3) into (A-2), multiplying both sides by ∆x|i,j,k∆y|i,j,k∆z|i,j,k, and rearranging terms, the540
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Figure A-1: Schematic illustration of the 3D finite-difference spatial discretization
nineteen-point results in:541
Ahi,j+1,k +Bhi,j,k + Chi+1,j+1,k +Dhi−1,j+1,k + Ehi+1,j,k + Fhi−1,j,k +Ghi,j+1,k+1+
Hhi,j+1,k−1 + Ihi,j,k+1 + Jhi,j,k−1 +Khi,j−1,k + Lhi+1,j−1,k +Mhi−1,j−1,k+
Nhi,j−1,k+1 +Ohi,j−1,k−1 + Phi+1,j,k+1 +Qhi+1,j,k−1 +Rhi−1,j,k+1 + Shi−1,j,k−1 = 0
(A-4)
where A, B, . . ., S are function of the block sizes and interface hydraulic conductivity components. Equation542
(A-4) is written for all the nodes within the aquifer, except for those for which head is prescribed, resulting543
in a set of linear equations.544
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A Comparative Study of Three-Dimensional Hydraulic
Conductivity Upscaling at the MAcro-Dispersion Experiment
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Abstract
Simple averaging, simple-Laplacian, Laplacian-with-skin, and non-uniform coarsening are the techniques
investigated in this comparative study of three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity upscaling. The reference
is a fine scale conditional realization of the hydraulic conductivities at the MAcro-Dispersion Experiment
site on Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi (USA). This realization was generated using a hole-effect
variogram model and it was shown that flow and transport modeling in this realization (at this scale) can
reproduce the observed non-Fickian spreading of the tritium plume. The purpose of this work is twofold, first
to compare the effectiveness of different upscaling techniques in yielding upscaled models able to reproduce
the observed transport behavior, and second to demonstrate and analyze the conditions under which flow
upscaling can provide a coarse model in which the standard advection-dispersion equation can be used to
model transport in seemingly non-Fickian scenarios. Specifically, the use of the Laplacian-with-skin upscaling
technique coupled with a non-uniform coarsening scheme yields the best results both in terms of flow and
transport reproduction, for this case study in which the coarse blocks are smaller than the correlation ranges
of the fine scale conductivities.
Keywords: full tensor, upscaling, interblock, non-uniform coarsening, MADE site, non-Fickian behavior
1. Introduction1
In the last decades, two large-scale natural-gradient tracer tests were conducted to enhance the under-2
standing of solute transport in highly heterogenous aquifers. These experiments were conducted at the3
Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi, where the hydraulic conductivity variability is very high, with4
σ2lnK ≈ 4.5 (Rehfeldt et al., 1992). The site and the experiments performed are commonly referred to as5
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MADE (MAcro-Dispersion Experiment). The present analysis focuses on the second experiment, which6
was performed between June 1990 and September 1991 using tritium as a non-reactive tracer. The aim of7
the experiment was to develop an extensive field database for validating the type of geochemical models8
used to predict the transport and fate of groundwater contaminants (Boggs et al., 1993). The observed9
tritium plume exhibits a strongly non-Fickian, highly asymmetric spreading (at the formation scale) with10
high concentrations maintained near the source injection area and extensive low concentrations downstream.11
Although there exists abundant literature on the modeling of the (so termed) anomalous spreading at the12
MADE site, only a few works related with this paper will be referred to in this introduction. These works13
can be classified into two groups according to the approach used for transport modeling.14
In a first group, a number of authors have employed the classical advection-dispersion equation (ADE)15
to describe the strongly non-Fickian transport behavior (e.g., Adams and Gelhar, 1992; Eggleston and16
Rojstaczer, 1998; Barlebo et al., 2004; Salamon et al., 2007). Of these works, Salamon et al. (2007) showed17
that, with proper modeling of the fine-scale variability, it is possible to generate realizations of the hydraulic18
conductivity capable to reproduce the observed tracer movement, simply using the ADE. They used a hole-19
effect variogram model to characterize the flowmeter-derived conductivities. The final realizations displayed20
the apparent periodicity of the observed conductivities, which was enough to induce the type of spreading21
observed in the experiment. However, in practice, it is difficult to work with this type of high-resolution22
models, involving millions of nodes, particularly if multiple realizations are to be analyzed. This difficulty is23
what motivates our paper.24
In a second group, researchers have used models that go beyond the advection-dispersion model (e.g.,25
Berkowitz and Scher, 1998; Feehley et al., 2000; Harvey and Gorelick, 2000; Benson et al., 2001; Baeumer26
et al., 2001; Schumer et al., 2003; Guan et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Llopis-Albert and Capilla, 2009). These27
authors use dual-domain mass transfer models, continuous time random walk or other alternative models28
capable of accounting for the strongly delayed solute transport as an alternative to the classical ADE.29
However, these approaches are able to provide a good match to the observed field data only a posteriori ;30
that is, they need to calibrate their model parameters once the concentration data are collected, and then,31
they can reproduce, almost perfectly, any departure from Fickian transport. These works prove that there32
are alternative transport models able to explain the MADE data; however, at this point, they lack predictive33
capabilities since their parameters can only be determined after the experiment is done.34
All of these studies had varying degrees of success in reproducing the spreading of the tracer plume. For35
instance, Barlebo et al. (2004) obtained a good reproduction of the irregular plume using the ADE after36
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calibrating the concentration measurements and head data. However, calibrated hydraulic conductivities37
resulted a factor of five larger than the flowmeter-derived measurements. The authors attributed this dis-38
crepancy to a systematical measurement error. The accuracy of the flowmeter-derived conductivities and of39
the measured concentrations have raised further discussions (see Molz et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2006).40
Our work builds on the study by Salamon et al. (2007) with the purpose to show that the observed41
transport spreading at the MADE site can also be reproduced on a coarse model by the ADE. A high-42
resolution hydraulic conductivity realization is selected from the study by Salamon et al. (2007) and it is43
upscaled onto a coarser model with several orders of magnitude less elements. This upscaling approach, if44
successful, would permit multiple realization analyses since it would reduce significantly the computational45
effort needed to obtain the solute evolution at the site. Unlike previous studies of upscaling focusing on46
two-dimensional examples or synthetic experiments (e.g., Warren and Price, 1961; Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1991;47
Durlofsky et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2003), we analyze, with real data, a variety of three-dimensional (3D)48
hydraulic conductivity upscaling techniques ranging from simple averaging over a uniform grid to sophis-49
ticated Laplacian-based upscaling approaches on non-uniform grids. To the best of our knowledge, this is50
the first time that an analysis of this type has been performed in a real 3D case. Since we will be testing51
the use of a full tensor representation of conductivities in the upscaled model, our group had to develop a52
computer code (Li et al., 2010), which has been placed on the public domain, specifically designed to solve53
the finite-difference approximation of the groundwater flow equation without assuming that the principal54
directions of the hydraulic conductivity tensors are aligned to the reference axes.55
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, we summarize the findings by56
Salamon et al. (2007) who used a hole-effect variogram model to describe the spatial variability of lnK and,57
thus, were able to reproduce the non-Fickian solute spreading observed in the field. Out of the several58
realizations analyzed by Salamon et al. (2007), we select the one with the best reproduction of the solute59
spreading. This realization will be used as the reference to test different upscaling approaches. Second,60
in section 3, simple average, simple-Laplacian, Laplacian-with-skin and non-uniform coarsening upscaling61
methods are revisited from the perspective of their numerical implementation. Third, in section 4, the62
flow and transport numerical models are discussed, and the benefits/limitations of using different upscaling63
methods at the MADE site are quantified and evaluated. Next, in section 5, there is a general discussion.64
Finally, in section 6, we summarize the main results and conclusions of this paper.65
3
2. Modeling transport at the MADE site66
In this work, we focus on the tritium data collected in the second MADE experiment. An extensive67
discussion of the main geological features and hydrogeological characterization of the site has been given68
by Boggs et al. (1992), Adams and Gelhar (1992), Rehfeldt et al. (1992), and Boggs and Adams (1992).69
Salamon et al. (2007) found that the non-Fickian solute spreading observed in the field could be reproduced70
using the standard advection-dispersion model as long as the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity is71
properly characterized at the fine scale. For the sake of completeness, next we briefly comment the results72
by Salamon et al. (2007).73
The geostatistical analysis of the 2 495 flowmeter-derived hydraulic conductivity measurements obtained74
at 62 boreholes (see Figure 1) indicates that the spatial variability of lnK shows a pseudo-periodic behavior75
in the direction of flow (Figure 2). This behavior is modeled using a hole-effect variogram, which is nested76
with a nugget effect and a spherical variogram as given by:77
γ(h) = c0 + c1 · Sph
(
‖
hx
ax1
,
hy
ay1
,
hz
az1
‖
)
+ c2·
[
1− cos
(
‖
hx
ax2
,
hy
ay2
,
hz
az2
‖pi
)]
(1)
where h = (hx, hy, hz) is the separation vector, ax1 , ay1 , az1 are the ranges of the spherical variogram,78
ax2 , ay2 , az2 are the ranges of the hole-effect variogram, ‖ · ‖ denotes vector modulus, c0 is the nugget, c1 is79
the sill of the spherical model, c2 is the sill of the hole-effect model, with the y-axis oriented parallel to the80
flow direction, the x-axis is orthogonal to it on the horizontal plane, and the z-axis is parallel to the vertical81
direction. The parameter values used to fit the experimental variogram are given in Table 1. Notice that82
ay2 , and az2 are equal to infinity, meaning that the hole-effect is only present along the flow direction. The83
fitted model is also shown in Figure 2.84
The computational domain is a parallelepiped with dimensions of x = 110 m, y = 280 m, z = 10.5 m85
and it is discretized in 2 156 000 cells of size ∆x = ∆y = 1.0 m, and ∆z = 0.15 m (see Figure 1). Cell86
size, according to Salamon et al. (2007), is similar in magnitude with the support scale of the flowmeter87
measurements. The aquifer is modeled as confined with impermeable boundaries on the faces parallel to88
flow, and constant head boundaries on the faces orthogonal to it. The values prescribed at the constant head89
boundaries are obtained by kriging the head averages over one-year observed in the nearby piezometers.90
Salamon et al. (2007) used the random walk particle tracking code RW3D (Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al., 2005)91
to simulate solute transport. The local-scale longitudinal dispersivity was set as 0.1 m, which corresponds92
approximately to the value calculated by Harvey and Gorelick (2000). Transverse horizontal and vertical93
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local-scale dispersivity values were chosen to be one order of magnitude smaller than the longitudinal disper-94
sivity, i.e., 0.01 m. Apparent diffusion for tritium was set to 1.0 cm2/d (Gillham et al., 1984). An average95
total porosity of 0.32 as determined from the soil cores by Boggs et al. (1992) was assigned uniformly to96
the entire model area. The observed mass distribution on the 27th day was employed to establish the initial97
concentration distribution. A simple interpolation of the initial concentrations was used to establish the98
concentrations in the model cells, and then 50 000 particles were distributed accordingly. The observed mass99
distribution on the 328th day was used to obtain reference mass profile distributions to which the model is100
compared. These longitudinal profiles were obtained by integrating the mass from 28 equally-spaced vertical101
slices, each of 10 m width and parallel to flow. All results are displayed after normalizing the mass by the102
total mass injected. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal mass distribution profiles obtained by Salamon et al.103
(2007) after transport simulation on 40 realizations generated by sequential Gaussian simulation. These104
realizations were generated using the code GCOSIM3D, (Go´mez-Herna´ndez and Journel, 1993) with the105
variogram model given by equation (1) and the parameter values from Table 1. Out of these 40 realizations,106
solute transport on realization number 26 shows a spatial spread similar to the one observed in the field.107
For this reason, this conductivity realization is chosen as the reference field to test the different upscaling108
methods. Figure 4 shows the hydraulic conductivity field of realization number 26.109
Up to here, we have limited ourselves to briefly describe the specific results from Salamon et al. (2007)110
that this work uses as starting point. We are not trying to re-analyze MADE, but rather to demonstrate that111
careful hydraulic conductivity upscaling can be used to model flow and transport in highly heterogeneous112
fields exhibiting, at the formation scale, a non-Fickian behavior. To evaluate the upscaling procedure we113
will compare flow and transport in realization #26 before and after upscaling, aiming at obtaining the same114
results. Obviously, the departure of transport results computed on realization #26 from the experimental115
data will remain after upscaling. Trying to get the best reproduction of the experimental data will require116
a further calibration exercise that is not the objective of this paper.117
3. Hydraulic conductivity upscaling118
Although hydraulic conductivity upscaling has been disregarded by some researchers on the basis that119
the increase of computer capabilities will make it unnecessary, there will always be a discrepancy between the120
scale at which we can characterize the medium, and the scale at which we can run the numerical codes. This121
discrepancy makes upscaling necessary to transfer the information collected at the measurement scale into a122
coarser scale suitable for numerical modeling. The need for upscaling is even more justified when performing123
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uncertainty analysis in a Monte Carlo framework requiring the evaluation of multiple realizations. Excellent124
reviews on upscaling geology and hydraulic conductivity are given by Wen and Go´mez-Herna´ndez (1996b),125
Renard and Marsily (1997) and Sa´nchez-Vila et al. (2006). In this section, we briefly revisit the most126
commonly used upscaling techniques with an emphasis on their numerical implementation procedures.127
3.1. Simple averaging128
It is well known that, for one-dimensional flow in a heterogeneous aquifer, the equivalent hydraulic129
conductivity (Kb) that, for a given hydraulic head gradient, preserves the flows crossing the aquifer is given130
by the harmonic mean of the hydraulic conductivities (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). In two-dimensional flow131
for media with isotropic spatial correlation and a lognormal probability distribution, the geometric mean132
provides good block conductivities (Matheron, 1967); Go´mez-Herna´ndez and Wen (1994) and Sa´nchez-Vila133
et al. (1996) used synthetic experiments to corroborate this conclusion.134
Some heuristic rules have been proposed for three-dimensional upscaling. Cardwell and Parsons (1945)135
had already shown that the block conductivity should lie between the arithmetic mean and the harmonic136
mean when Journel et al. (1986) proposed the use of power averages (also referred to as ω-norms) to estimate137
block conductivities. The power average is given by:138
Kb =
{
1
V (x)
∫
V (x)
(Kx)
ωdV
}1/ω
(2)
where V (x) indicates the volume of the block; Kb is the block conductivity, and Kx represents the cell139
conductivities within the block, the power ω may vary from −1, yielding the harmonic mean, to +1, yield-140
ing the arithmetic mean, with ω = 0 corresponding to the geometric mean. Although Desbarats (1992)141
demonstrated that ω equals 1/3 in 3D for statistically isotropic and mildly heterogeneous formations, the142
power coefficient (ω) has to be obtained by resorting to numerical flow experiments in arbitrary flow fields.143
The main advantages of this method are its mathematic conciseness and the easiness of implementation.144
However, there are several limitations to this power-average approach: first, the exponent ω is site-specific145
and cannot be predicted in a general anisotropic heterogeneous medium except after numerical calibration146
experiments; second, the shape and size of the blocks are not considered.147
3.2. Simple-Laplacian148
This approach is based on the local solution, for each block being upscaled, of a variant of the Laplace149
equation (steady-state, groundwater flow with neither sources nor sinks). In this approach, the block con-150
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ductivity is assumed to be a tensor with principal directions parallel to the coordinate axes; and therefore,151
diagonal for this reference system.152
To determine each component of the tensor, a local problem is solved inducing flow in the component153
direction. For instance, in 2D, the tensor will have two components, Kbxx, and K
b
yy; to determine the154
component corresponding to the x direction, Kbxx, the procedure would be as follows: (1) extract the block155
being upscaled and solve the groundwater flow equation just within the block, at the fine scale with no flow156
boundaries on the sides parallel to flow and prescribed heads on the sides perpendicular to flow as shown in157
Figure 5; (2) evaluate the total flow Q through any cross-section parallel to the y-axis from the solution of158
the flow equation, and (3) compute the block conductivity tensor component in the x-direction as:159
Kbxx = −
(
Q
y1 − y0
)/(
h1 − h0
x1 − x0
)
(3)
where y1− y0 is the block width; h1−h0 is the difference between the prescribed heads on the opposite sides160
of the block (see Figure 5), and x1 − x0 is the block length. K
b
yy would be obtained similarly after solving a161
similar local flow problem with the boundary conditions in Figure 5 rotated 90◦.162
The main shortcoming of this approach is that the assumption of a diagonal tensor is not well-founded163
for a heterogeneous aquifer. In other words, the heterogeneity within the block may induce an overall flux164
that is not parallel to the macroscopic head gradient, a behavior that cannot be captured with a diagonal165
tensor.166
This method has been widely used to calculate block conductivities in petroleum engineering and hydro-167
geology (e.g., Warren and Price, 1961; Bouwer, 1969; Journel et al., 1986; Desbarats, 1987, 1988; Deutsch,168
1989; Begg et al., 1989; Bachu and Cuthiell, 1990). More recently Sa´nchez-Vila et al. (1996) utilized this169
approach to study the scale effects in transmissivity; Jourde et al. (2002) used it to calculate block equiv-170
alent conductivities for fault zones; and Flodin et al. (2004) used this method to illustrate the impact of171
boundary conditions on upscaling. It has also been employed by Ferna`ndez-Garcia and Go´mez-Herna´ndez172
(2007) and Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al. (2009) to evaluate the impact of hydraulic conductivity upscaling on173
solute transport. Some reasons favoring this approach are that it is not empirical but phenomenological,174
i.e., it is based on the solution of the groundwater flow equation, and it yields a tensor representation of the175
block conductivity, which would be exact for the case of perfectly layered media, with the layers parallel to176
the coordinate axes.177
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3.3. Laplacian-with-skin178
To overcome the shortcomings of the simple-Laplacian approach, the Laplacian-with-skin approach was179
presented by Go´mez-Herna´ndez (1991). In this approach, the block conductivity is represented by a generic180
tensor (not necessarily diagonal) and the local flow problem is solved over an area that includes the block181
plus a skin surrounding it (see Figure 6). The skin is designed to reduce the impact of the arbitrary boundary182
conditions used in the solution of the local flow problems letting the conductivity values surrounding the183
block to take some control on the flow patterns within the block.184
For a 3D block, the overall algorithm is summarized as follows: (1) the block to upscale plus the skin is185
extracted from the domain; (2) flow is solved at the fine scale within the block-plus-skin region for a series186
of boundary conditions; (3) for each boundary condition the spatially-averaged specific discharge (q) and187
gradient (J) are calculated as,188
〈qi〉 =
1
V (x)
∫
V (x)
qi(x)dx (4)
189
〈Ji〉 =
1
V (x)
∫
V (x)
∂h(x)
∂xi
dx (5)
where i refers to the three components of the vectors (i.e., qx, qy and qz ; Jx,Jy and Jz); and (4) the tensor190
components of Kb are determined by solving the following overdetermined system of linear equations by a191
standard least squares procedure (Press et al., 1988).192


〈Jx〉1 〈Jy〉1 〈Jz〉1 0 0 0
0 〈Jx〉1 0 〈Jy〉1 〈Jz〉1 0
0 0 〈Jx〉1 0 〈Jy〉1 〈Jz〉1
〈Jx〉2 〈Jy〉2 〈Jz〉2 0 0 0
0 〈Jx〉2 0 〈Jy〉2 〈Jz〉2 0
0 0 〈Jx〉2 0 〈Jy〉2 〈Jz〉2
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
〈Jx〉n 〈Jy〉n 〈Jz〉n 0 0 0
0 〈Jx〉n 0 〈Jy〉n 〈Jz〉n 0
0 0 〈Jx〉n 0 〈Jy〉n 〈Jz〉n


·


Kbxx
Kbxy
Kbxz
Kbyy
Kbyz
Kbzz


= −


〈qx〉1
〈qy〉1
〈qz〉1
〈qx〉2
〈qy〉2
〈qz〉2
· · ·
〈qx〉n
〈qy〉n
〈qz〉n


(6)
where 1, . . . , n refers to the different boundary conditions; Kbxx · · · K
b
zz are the components of the upscaled193
equivalent conductivity tensor Kb. In principle, in 3D, two sets of boundary conditions are sufficient to194
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determine Kb. However, from a practical point of view, the number of boundary conditions should be195
greater than two (n > 2) to better approximate all possible flow scenarios.196
Every three rows in Equation (6) are the result of enforcing Darcy’s law on the average values in equations197
(4) and (5) for a given boundary condition:198
〈q〉 = −Kb〈J〉 (7)
199
The block conductivity tensor must be symmetric and positive definite. Symmetry is easily enforced by200
making Kbxy = K
b
yx, K
b
xz = K
b
zx and K
b
yz = K
b
zy. Positive definiteness is checked a posteriori. In case the201
resulting tensor is non-positive definite, the calculation is repeated either with more boundary conditions or202
with a larger skin size (Wen et al., 2003; Li et al., 2011).203
We note that the critical point in this approach is the selection of the set of n alternative boundary204
conditions. In general, this set of boundary conditions is chosen so as to induce flow in several directions (for205
instance, the prescribed head boundary conditions in Figure 6 induce flow at 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ angles with206
respect to the x-direction). For the boundary conditions, we have chosen to prescribe linearly varying heads207
along the sides of the blocks, other authors (Durlofsky, 1991) have proposed the use of periodic boundary208
conditions. Flodin et al. (2004) showed that the resulting block conductivities do not depend significantly209
on whether the boundary conditions are linearly varying or periodic.210
3.4. Non-uniform coarsening211
Prior to upscaling, the fine-scale realization has to be overlain with the coarse-scale discretization that212
will be used in the numerical model. Each block in the coarse discretization must be assigned an upscaled213
conductivity value on the basis of the conductivity values in the fine-scale realization. Initially, all studies214
on hydraulic conductivity upscaling assumed that the coarse scale discretization was uniform, that is, all215
coarse blocks were of the same shape and size, until Durlofsky et al. (1997) introduced the concept of non-216
uniform coarsening. The rationale was simple, if upscaling induces smoothing, and the petroleum engineer217
is most interested in the water cut (the early breakthrough at the production wells when petroleum is being218
displaced by injected water) it is important to smooth the least the areas of high displacement velocities,219
whereas the smoothing in the areas of low velocities is less relevant. For this purpose, Durlofsky et al. (1997)220
suggest the following steps: (1) identify the underlying high velocity regions using a fine-scale single-phase221
flow simulation; (2) on the basis of this simulation define a discretization with small blocks in high-velocity222
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areas and large ones elsewhere; and (3) apply the Laplacian-with-skin upscaling technique to calculate the223
block conductivity tensors of the coarse (non-uniform) blocks.224
In a hydrogeological context, we can also use a non-uniform coarsening aimed to preserve small blocks in:225
(1) high flow velocity zones; (2) regions where hydraulic gradients change substantially over short distances,226
such as near pumping or injection wells (Wen and Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1998); (3) areas near contaminant227
spills within a regional aquifer where accurate simulation of plume movement is of interest; and (4) in zones228
requiring a detailed representation of heterogeneity, for instance to capture channels or fractures (Durlofsky229
et al., 1997; Wen et al., 2003; Flodin et al., 2004).230
4. Coarse model and simulation results231
In this section, we first present the governing equation and the solution procedures for the flow and232
transport models, and then we discuss the results obtained applying the different upscaling techniques233
described in the previous section. All of these techniques are applied to realization #26 of the MADE234
aquifer in Salamon et al. (2007).235
4.1. Coarse Flow and Transport Equations236
Under steady-state flow conditions and in the absence of sinks and sources, the flow equation of an237
incompressible or slightly compressible fluid in saturated porous media can be expressed by combining238
Darcy’s Law and the continuity equation, which in Cartesian coordinates is (Bear, 1972; Freeze and Cherry,239
1979):240
∇·
(
K(x)∇h(x)
)
= 0 (8)
where h is the piezometric head, and K is a second-order symmetric hydraulic conductivity tensor.241
Most frequently, the hydraulic conductivity tensor is assumed isotropic and therefore can be represented242
by a scalar. In this case, a standard seven-point block-centered finite-difference stencil is typically employed243
to solve the partial differential equation in three dimensions. This approach is also valid if, for all blocks,244
the conductivity is modeled as a tensor with the principal directions aligned with the block sides (Harbaugh245
et al., 2000). However, when modeling geologically complex environments at a coarse scale, the assumption246
of isotropic block conductivity or even tensor conductivity with principal components parallel to the block247
sides is not warranted. It is more appropriate to use a full hydraulic conductivity tensor to capture properly248
the average flow patterns within the blocks (Bourgeat, 1984; Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1991; Wen et al., 2003; Zhou249
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et al., 2010). Recently, the commonly used groundwater model software MODFLOW implemented a new250
module that allows the use of a full tensorial representation for hydraulic conductivity within model layers251
(Anderman et al., 2002) which has been successfully applied in 2D examples such as in Ferna`ndez-Garcia252
and Go´mez-Herna´ndez (2007).253
Modeling three-dimensional flow in a highly heterogeneous environment at a coarse scale, requires ac-254
counting for a tensorial representation of hydraulic conductivity. We cannot assume, a priori that specific255
discharge and hydraulic head gradient will be parallel, nor that the principal directions of the hydraulic con-256
ductivity tensors are the same in all blocks. For this reason, and given that MODFLOW can only account257
for 3D tensors if one of its principal directions is aligned with the vertical direction, Li et al. (2010) de-258
veloped a three-dimensional groundwater flow simulation with tensor conductivities of arbitrary orientation259
of their principal directions. This code is based on an nineteen-point finite-difference approximation of the260
groundwater flow equation, so that the flow crossing any block interface will depend not only on the head261
gradient orthogonal to the face, but also on the head gradient parallel to it.262
Finite-difference modeling approximates the specific discharges across the interface between any two263
blocks i and j as a function of the hydraulic conductivity tensor in between block centers. This tensor is264
neither the one of block i nor of the one of block j. For this reason, finite-difference numerical models need265
to approximate the interblock conductivity; the most commonly used approximation is taking the harmonic266
mean of adjacent block values. When block conductivities are represented by a tensor, the concept of how267
to average the block tensors in adjacent blocks is not clear. To overcome this difficulty, the code developed268
by Li et al. (2010) takes directly, as input, interblock conductivity tensors, removing the need of any internal269
averaging of tensors defined at block centers. Within the context of upscaling, deriving the interblock270
conductivity tensors simply amounts to isolate the parallelepiped centered at the interface between adjacent271
blocks, instead of isolating the block itself, and then apply the upscaling techniques described in the previous272
section. In other contexts, the user must supply the interblock conductivity tensors directly. Several authors273
(Appel, 1976; Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1991; Romeu and Noetinger, 1995; Li et al., 2010) have recommended to274
work directly with interblock conductivities for more accurate groundwater flow simulations.275
The details of the algorithm used to solve the flow equation are provided in Li et al. (2010) and summarized276
in Appendix A.277
Mass transport is simulated using the advection-dispersion equation: (Bear, 1972; Freeze and Cherry,278
1979):279
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φ
∂C(x, t)
∂t
= −∇·
(
q(x)C(x, t)
)
+∇·
(
φD∇C(x, t)
)
(9)
where C is the dissolved concentration of solute in the liquid phase; φ is the porosity; D is the local280
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient tensor, and q is the Darcy velocity given by q(x) = −K(x)∇h(x).281
As in the works of Salamon et al. (2007) and Llopis-Albert and Capilla (2009) at the MADE site,282
the random walk particle tracking code RW3D (Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al., 2005; Salamon et al., 2006) is283
used to solve the transport equation (9). In this approach, the displacement of each particle in a time284
step includes a deterministic component, which depends only on the local velocity field, and a Brownian285
motion component responsible for dispersion. A hybrid scheme is utilized for the velocity interpolation286
which provides local as well as global divergence-free velocity fields within the solution domain. Meanwhile,287
a continuous dispersion-tensor field provides a good mass balance at grid interfaces of adjacent cells with288
contrasting hydraulic conductivities (LaBolle et al., 1996; Salamon et al., 2006). Furthermore, in contrast289
to the constant time scheme, a constant displacement scheme (Wen and Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1996a), which290
modifies automatically the time step size for each particle according to the local velocity, is employed in291
order to reduce computational effort.292
4.2. Upscaling design and error measure293
In this work, we have performed both uniform and non-uniform upscaling. In the case of uniform294
upscaling, the original hydraulic conductivity realization discretized into 110 × 280 × 70 cells of 1 m by295
1 m by 0.15 m is upscaled onto a model with 11 × 28 × 14 blocks of 10 m by 10 m by 0.75 m. This296
upscaling represents going from 2 156 000 cells down to 4 312 blocks, i.e., a reduction by a factor of 500.297
The reduction in model size, undoubtedly, reduces the computational cost for flow and transport modeling.298
As will be shown, the flow and transport results can be improved using a non-uniform discretization of the299
coarse model. For the non-uniform upscaling, the discretization continues to be a rectangular grid, with the300
following coarse block dimensions: along the x-axis (orthogonal to flow), block dimension is 10 m, except301
between x = 40 m and x = 90 m where it is 5 m; along the y-axis (parallel to flow), block dimension is 10302
m, except between y = 20 m and y = 130 m where it is 5 m; and along the z-axis, block dimension is 1.5 m303
between z = 0 m and z = 3 m and 0.75 m elsewhere. The final model has 16× 39× 12 (7 488) blocks, with304
smaller blocks close to the source and along the area through which it is most likely that the solute plume305
will travel. The reduction factor in size, with respect to the initial discretization is close to 300.306
The first set of upscaling runs use simple averaging rules to obtain the block conductivity values. The307
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second set of runs use the Laplacian-based approaches. Within this second set of runs we carry out a308
first comparison using tensor conductivity values computed at block centers versus tensor conductivities309
computed at the interfaces; the former requires a further averaging of adjacent block values to approximate310
the interblock conductivities needed by the numerical solver, whereas the latter does not. Then, after showing311
that interface-centered conductivity upscaling is more appropriate, the following upscaling runs are always312
performed with interblock conductivities.313
In the application of any of the Laplacian approaches for upscaling, the local flow model that must be314
run for each block was solved by finite differences using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method im-315
plemented in MODFLOW (Hill, 1990) since we found it to be the fastest algorithm for the same convergence316
criteria.317
In the Laplacian-with-skin approach, the size of the skin was taken equal to half the block size in each318
direction. A prior sensitivity analysis revealed that this skin size was enough to capture accurately the319
average flow crossing each of the upscaled blocks. Zhou et al. (2010) also found that half the block size is320
a good choice for the skin size in most situations. The overdetermined system of equations from which the321
components of the block tensor are described is built after solving nine local flow problems. In each of the322
local problems the prescribed heads applied to the boundaries of the block vary linearly as a function of323
x, y and z so that they impose overall head gradients parallel to the directions given by the following nine324
vectors (1, 0, 0),(0, 1, 0),(0, 0, 1),(1, 1, 0),(1, 0, 1),(0, 1, 1),(1, 1, 0), (−1, 0, 1),(0,−1, 1).325
To evaluate the performance of the different upscaling techniques we focus on the reproduction of the326
interblock fluxes and on the reproduction of the solute transport. For the fluxes, we compare the interblock327
specific discharges obtained after solving the flow equation at the coarse scale with the corresponding values328
derived after solving the flow equation in the reference field at the fine scale. We focus on fluxes instead329
of piezometric heads because fluxes have a larger spatial variability and have a dominant role in solute330
transport. The metric we use to evaluate each technique is the average relative bias (RB) given by:331
RB =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣qf,i − qc,i
qf,i
∣∣∣ · 100 (10)
332
where N is the number of block interfaces; qf,i is the specific discharge through the block interface i computed333
from the fine scale solution, and qc,i is the specific discharge through the block interface i resulting from the334
coarse scale simulation.335
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Mass transport reproduction is evaluated qualitatively by comparing the longitudinal mass distribution336
profiles at the 328th day obtained from the fine scale model with the one obtained from the coarse scale337
model.338
Notice that the same transport parameters used for the fine scale simulation described in section 2 are339
also used for the coarse scale simulation.340
4.3. Results and Comparisons341
Next, we will discuss the flow and transport performance of the different upscaling approaches. The flow342
upscaling analysis excludes the interfaces of the blocks which are adjacent to the boundaries; the reason343
for the exclusion is that the boundary conditions have an impact on the results of upscaling in the nearby344
blocks (Vermeulen et al., 2006). Excluding these blocks, the discrepancies in flow reproduction between345
the coarse and fine scale simulations will be due to the upscaling method and not to the presence of the346
boundaries. This consideration is not necessary when analyzing the transport upscaling since the plume347
travels far enough from the boundaries. Also, since, for transport purposes, the flows along the y-axis are348
the most relevant (and of the highest magnitude), the graphs only shows the specific discharges across the349
interfaces orthogonal to the y-axis, similar results are obtained when analyzing the interfaces orthogonal to350
the x- and z-axis.351
Figure 7 shows the scatterplots of reference versus upscaled fluxes through the block interfaces using352
simple averaging methods. All circles within the dotted lines have a relative bias smaller than 10% of the353
reference values, whereas the circles within the solid lines have a relative bias smaller than 40%. It is clear354
that, out of the different averages, the power average with a power of 0.5 gives the best results. The use of355
the harmonic mean (Figure 7A) (power average with ω = −1) tends to severely underestimate the reference356
fluxes, while the arithmetic mean (Figure 7C) (power average with ω = +1) tends to overestimate them. The357
geometric mean (power average with ω = 0) does a better work but stills tends to underestimate the fluxes358
(Figure 7B). The best average, as already pointed out by Cardwell and Parsons (1945) should be somewhere359
between the harmonic and the arithmetic averages. In this specific case, we found that the smallest bias360
occurs when ω = 0.5 (Figure 7D), resulting in a relative bias, RB, of 11%. As mentioned earlier, for isotropic,361
mildly heterogeneous media, Desbarats (1992) found ω = 1/3 to be the best power average for upscaling362
purposes. In the MADE case, the field is neither isotropic, nor mildly varying (lnK variance is close to 5),363
thus it is not surprising that the optimal power value does not coincide with the value reported by Desbarats364
(1992).365
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Figure 8 shows the longitudinal mass distribution profile (integrated along the direction orthogonal to366
flow, and normalized by the total mass) of the tritium plume using different simple averaging upscaling367
techniques at 328 days. The solid line represents the fine scale result. For reference, the initial conditions368
at 27 days are also shown by the bold dashed curve. The remaining of the curves are the upscaled results369
for the different averages. Both the upscaled models using the arithmetic mean and the 0.5 power average370
are capable of reproducing the long downstream spreading of the contaminant plume, with the power mean371
resulting in a better representation of the distribution close to the source. Yet, none of the methods exhibits372
a satisfactory accuracy.373
Figure 9 shows the scatterplots of reference versus upscaled fluxes using different Laplacian approaches.374
Figures 9A and 9B display upscaling approaches using a simple-Laplacian (i.e., without skin, and assuming375
diagonal tensors) for block-centered and interblock-centered upscaling, respectively. It is clear that it is better376
to upscale directly the interblock conductivity than upscaling the block values and then let the numerical377
model estimate internally the interblock conductivity. This is consistent with earlier studies (Li et al., 2010).378
Figures 9B and 9C display two different Laplacian approaches without skin. The simple-Laplacian in379
Figure 9B assumes a diagonal representation of the tensor in the reference axes, whereas the Laplacian-with-380
skin but with a skin set to zero in Figure 9C allows for the tensor representation to be non-diagonal. Allowing381
the tensor principal components not to be aligned with the reference axes results in a better representation of382
the fluxes, since it is unlikely that all interblocks would have conductivities with principal directions parallel383
to the reference axes.384
Moreover, if the skin is allowed to increase up to half the block size, the results improve even further, as385
can be checked by comparing Figures 9C and 9D. This improvement can be related to the reduction of the386
influence in the flow patterns within the block of the boundary conditions used in the local flow models in387
favor of the influence of the nearby conductivities from the reference aquifer.388
Since most of the commonly available groundwater flow simulators only accept diagonal tensors as input389
parameter values, a test was made by solving the flow and transport in the coarse scale ignoring the off-390
diagonal components of the tensors used in Figure 9D. The results are shown in Figure 9E and they are391
qualitatively similar to those in Figure 9D. In this specific case, in which the reference axes of the numerical392
model are aligned with the main directions of the statistical anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity it could393
be expected that the off-diagonal components of the upscaled block conductivity tensors were small, and394
therefore, flow predictions neglecting them go almost unaffected. In a general setting with complex geology,395
cross-beddings, or non-uniform anisotropies, the use of a full tensor block conductivity would be necessary396
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for a good reproduction of the aquifer response (Bierkens and Weerts, 1994).397
Finally, Figure 9F shows that the best results are achieved when the upscaling is performed on a non-398
uniform coarse grid, which has been refined in the areas of highest velocities (see grid in Figure 15), using an399
interface-centered Laplacian-with-skin upscaling. While this result is expected, since the number of model400
blocks is larger in the non-uniform grid, the improvement is not due just to having almost twice as many401
blocks, but to the fact, that these many more blocks are located in the zones where the variability of velocity402
is the highest. The message to take away is that it is advantageous to use a non-uniform coarse grid and403
that the definition of this grid is very important to achieve the best upscaling results. Other authors have404
investigated along these lines and have proposed the use of flexible grids which maintain a given topology405
(basically keeping constant the number of rows, columns and layers) but which are deformed so as to reduce406
the variability of the specific discharge vector within each coarse block (i.e, Garcia et al., 1992; Wen and407
Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 1998).408
Figure 10 compares the mass longitudinal profile of the upscaling approaches in Figures 9A (uniform grid,409
simple-Laplacian, block-centered), 9B (uniform grid, simple-Laplacian, interblock-centered) and 9D (uniform410
grid, Laplacian-with-skin, interblock-centered) with the reference profile at day 328. The improvement in the411
reproduction of the reference values by the difference upscaling techniques shows a similar progression as the412
improvement seen in the reproduction of the fluxes in Figure 9. Comparing these curves to any of the curves413
in Figure 8, which were obtained with simple averaging upscaling rules, it is clear that any upscaling approach414
based on a local solution of the flow equation provides a better representation of the hydraulic conductivity415
distribution and yields better transport predictions. The two interblock-aimed upscaling approaches are able416
to capture both the peak concentration near the source and the downstream spreading.417
Figure 11 shows the mass longitudinal profile of the upscaling approaches in Figures 9D (uniform418
grid, Laplacian-with-skin, interblock-centered) and 9F (non-uniform grid, Laplacian-with-skin, interblock-419
centered). It is evident that the non-uniform coarsening gives again the best results: up to a downstream420
distance of 200 m, the reproduction is almost perfect, and the very low concentrations for distances farther421
than 200 m are adequately reproduced.422
A final comparison of the different approaches can be performed by analyzing the spatial distribution423
of the contaminant plume, both in plan view (depth integrated) and lateral view (integrated along the x-424
axis). Figure 12 shows the contaminant plume in the reference fine-scale conductivity realization. Figures425
13, 14, and 15 show the corresponding distributions for the mass transport simulation in the upscaled fields426
using a block-centered, simple-Laplacian upscaling approach, an interblock-centered, Laplacian-with-skin427
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approach, and the non-uniform coarsening, interblock-centered, Laplacian-with-skin approach, respectively.428
It is evident that the block-centered approach is not capable to produce a field in which the solute travels429
as far downstream as in the reference field, while the most elaborated upscaling approach of Figure 15 gives430
results which quite closely resemble the reference values.431
5. Discussion432
We have shown that flow and transport can be modeled at the MADE site by the advection dispersion433
equation on relatively coarse discretization if the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity at the fine scale434
is properly characterized and a careful upscaling approach is applied to it. But, why is this so? and why is435
the non-uniform grid interblock-centered Laplacian-with-skin upscaling the approach to use?436
Let’s first analyze the progression in the reproduction of the specific discharges with the upscaling ap-437
proaches. It is well known that the coarse-scale representation of conductivity as a tensor is mostly due to438
the statistical anisotropy at the fine scale (Lake, 1988). In the limit, with infinite correlation in the horizontal439
plane, the medium would be perfectly layered and the tensor conductivity will have arithmetic average for440
the horizontal components and the harmonic average for the vertical ones. At the MADE site, the horizontal441
continuity is not infinity, but it is quite large compared with the size of the domain, this is the reason why,442
for the reproduction of the specific discharges across the interfaces which are orthogonal to the direction of443
maximum continuity, the best average is a power-average with exponent in between those corresponding to444
the geometric and arithmetic averages, and larger than the theoretical value for statistically isotropic media.445
Yet, assuming that the conductivity is a scalar (as is done when a simple average is used) implies that it446
is isotropic to flow. At the MADE site there is still enough anisotropic heterogeneity within the blocks to447
warrant the need of a tensor to describe hydraulic conductivity at the coarse scale. This is why all the448
Laplacian-based approaches perform better than the simple averaging ones.449
Of the Laplacian-based approaches, it is shown that computing tensor conductivities at block centers and450
then taking the harmonic average of the components corresponding to the directions orthogonal to adjacent451
interfaces introduces a noise that can be eliminated by aiming directly at upscaling the interblock conductivity452
tensor to feed directly into the numerical simulator. This is why all interface-centered approaches outperform453
the block-centered approach.454
Of the interblock-centered approaches, analyzing the local flow within an area extending beyond the455
limits of the block being upscaled (that is, including a skin) also improves the upscaling. The reason being,456
that the upscaled conductivities are always nonlocal (Neuman and Orr, 1993; Indelman and Abramovich,457
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1994), that is, they depend not only on the fine-scale conductivities within the block, but on the ones outside,458
too. Extracting the block to upscale, plus a skin area surrounding it, and applying the boundary conditions459
of the local flow problems outside the skin, reduces the impact of the boundary conditions inside the block460
and allows the immediately surrounding fine scale conductivities to impose some control on the flow patterns461
within the block (as it will happen when the block is embedded in the aquifer).462
The Laplacian-with-skin approach provides a tensor with arbitrary orientation of its principal directions.463
For the MADE site, it appears that assuming that the principal directions of the block hydraulic conductivity464
tensors are parallel to the reference axes for all blocks, does not seem to introduce too large an error (compare465
Figures 9D and 9E), something that could be explained on the basis that the statistical anisotropy model466
used has its principal directions of continuity aligned with the reference axes for the entire domain. In cases467
such as cross-bedded formations, or aquifers with a heterogeneity description for which anisotropy varies468
locally with the domain, the assumption that the principal directions are parallel to the reference axes could469
not be sustained.470
Upscaling induces heterogeneity smoothing, by defining a non-uniform coarse grid that tries to reduce471
the smoothing on those areas with the highest velocities, and also on areas where fluid velocity will have the472
largest impact in transport predictions, the results after upscaling will be better than if we define a uniform473
coarse grid. Although this may appear as a trivial result, it often is disregarded.474
But a good reproduction of the fluxes at the coarse scale is not guarantee that transport predictions475
will be equally good. It has been shown (Ferna`ndez-Garcia and Go´mez-Herna´ndez, 2007; Ferna`ndez-Garcia476
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011) that, in some occasions, after coarsening a hydraulic conductivity grid, the477
removal of the within-block heterogeneity requires some type of transport upscaling, either modifying the478
transport parameters (such as enhancing dispersivity) or including transport processes besides advection479
and dispersion (such as mass transfer). Recall that in our work we kept the same transport equation, with480
the same parameter values for the fine and coarse scale simulations. But, for the MADE site this is not481
necessary. The reason is related on how much smearing out of the within-block heterogeneity is induced482
by the conductivity upscaling. When this smearing out is important, then, there is a need to include other483
processes; but for the MADE site and the chosen upscaling, this is not the case. The ratio between the484
coarse block size and the correlation ranges of the fine scale conductivities is substantially smaller than one,485
in the direction of flow, the ratio is 1/8, in the horizontal plane orthogonal to flow, the ratio is 1/3.2 and486
in the vertical direction is 1/5.5; this means that the variability of logconductivity within the block is much487
smaller than the overall variance of 4.5, and therefore the heterogeneity wiped out by the upscaling process488
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is not as large as to require a further transport upscaling. In the references cited above, the size of the block489
was on the order of magnitude of the correlation range of the underlying hydraulic conductivity if not larger,490
and, therefore, upscaling on those cases implied an important smoothing of heterogeneity that had to be491
taken into account in the transport simulation at the coarse scale.492
Can the findings from this work be extrapolated to other case studies? We believe that, regarding flow493
upscaling, yes they can. In fact, the findings from this paper are in agreement with similar works in other case494
studies. However, regarding transport upscaling, they can be extrapolated only under the same conditions495
considered here, that is, using coarse blocks smaller than the correlation range, and, using a non-uniform496
grid with smaller blocks in the areas with highest velocities and in the areas through which the plume will497
travel.498
The final point of discussion is why we have worked trying to reproduce flow and transport on a realization499
from Salamon et al. (2007) instead of trying to reproduce the available experimental data. This paper did not500
try to perform a calibration exercise of the MADE site, but rather to help in performing such a calibration501
in the future. With the work in this paper we show that a coarse scale model, obtained by careful upscaling502
of a fine scale one, can reproduce the type of transport behavior observed at the MADE site simply using503
the advection dispersion equation. Trying to calibrate a two-million cell model as obtained by Salamon504
et al. (2007) is not an easy task, it would require running many times the flow and transport models in many505
realizations of the site; but those runs would be possible on the coarse models used in our work. The next step506
in this direction would be to develop a calibration approach that would account for the upscaling step needed507
to reduce the numerical modeling effort. In its application of such an approach, considering heterogeneity508
in porosity may also help in obtaining the best calibration; something not needed in our upscaling exercise,509
since we assume constant porosity attached to the reference conductivity realization.510
6. Summary and Conclusions511
In this paper, we have presented a detailed analysis of the impact of different upscaling techniques on512
the reproduction of solute transport at the MADE site. We use as a reference a fine scale realization taken513
from the work by Salamon et al. (2007) that is able to reproduce the contaminant spreading observed in the514
experiment using an advection-dispersion model. The techniques analyzed span from simple averaging to515
the estimation of block tensors by local flow models. We have also analyzed the impact that non-uniform516
coarsening may have in the quality of the results.517
This work has three main and important conclusions:518
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1. In complex environments, such as the MADE site, with hydraulic conductivities which vary over many519
orders of magnitude, and display an intricate spatial variability, choosing an elaborated upscaling520
technique yields the best flow and transport results. In particular, the upscaling technique that best521
performs is the one that computes interblock-centered conductivity tensors using a local solution of522
the flow equation over a domain including the block plus a skin.523
2. A non-uniform coarsening focused in the refinement of the regions through which the solute plume524
travels can further improve the results.525
3. Modeling of flow and transport at the MADE site has been the object of debate for many years,526
and many complex transport models have been proposed to reproduce the plume spreading observed.527
We show that the advection-dispersion model can be used on a coarse model to explain the plume528
migration in the highly heterogeneous MADE site if careful modeling/upscaling of the flow field is529
performed, as long as the block size remains smaller than the correlation ranges of the underlying fine530
scale conductivities.531
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Table 1: Variogram parameters for the model fit in Figure 2
Model Type Sill Range [m]
c ax ay az
Nugget 0.424
Spherical 3.820 32 80 4.1
Hole effect 0.891 ∞ 80 ∞
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Figure 1: Plan view of model domain. Open circles denote multilevel sampler wells. Triangles indicate the tracer injection
wells. Solid circles correspond to flowmeter well locations.
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Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical experimental variograms, and fitted model, for the lnK flowmeter data. The rotation angle
of the directional variograms is measured in degrees clockwise from the positive y-axis.
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Figure 3: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the observed tritium plume at MADE, and predictions on several realizations
of hydraulic conductivity. Each realization was generated (on natural-log space) over a grid of 110×280×70 cells by sequential
Gaussian simulation using the variogram model in Equation 1.
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Figure 4: Realization #26 of lnK from Salamon et al. (2007). This realization exhibits a strong solute tailing and it is used as
the reference in the upscaling exercise. (The scale of the z-axis is exaggerated seven times for clarity.)
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Figure 5: Boundary conditions that would be used in 2D for the local flow model when performing the simple-Laplacian
upscaling in order to determine the x-component of the hydraulic conductivity tensor. In the simple-Laplacian approach, it is
always assumed that the principal directions of the conductivity tensor are parallel to the reference axes.
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Figure 6: An example of four boundary condition sets that could be used in 2D for the local flow models when performing the
Laplacian-with-skin upscaling. The white area is the block being upscaled, and the gray area is the skin region; the arrows
indicate the (negative) mean head gradient induced by the prescribed head boundary conditions, and the shapes on the sides
of the block indicate the magnitude of the prescribed heads given by tilting planes with gradients opposite to the arrows.
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Figure 7: Flow comparison at the fine and coarse scales using simple averaging upscaling approaches. All circles within the
dashed lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 10% from the reference ones; similarly, all circles within the
outer solid lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 40%. The average relative bias, as defined in Equation
10, is reported in the lower right corner of each box.
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Figure 8: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the tritium plume from the fine scale reference realization, and predictions
by some simple averaging upscaling approaches at the coarse scale for t = 328 days.
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Figure 9: Flow comparison at the fine and coarse scales using Laplacian-based upscaling approaches. All circles within the
dashed lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 10% from the reference ones; similarly, all circles within the
outer solid lines correspond to coarse scale values that deviate less than 40%. The average relative bias, as defined in Equation
10, is reported in the lower right corner of each box.
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Figure 10: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the tritium plume from the fine scale reference realization, and predictions
by some Laplacian-based upscaling approaches at the coarse scale, for t = 328 days.
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Figure 11: Longitudinal mass distribution profiles of the tritium plume from the fine scale reference realization, and predictions
on uniform and non-uniform coarse scale grids, for t = 328 days.
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Figure 12: Transport in the fine scale reference realization for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration
distribution. (B) Laterally-integrated normalized concentration distribution.
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Figure 13: Transport at the coarse scale after upscaling the reference realization on a uniform grid using a block-centered simple-
Laplacian approach for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration distribution. (B) Laterally-integrated
normalized concentration distribution.
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Figure 14: Transport at the coarse scale after upscaling the reference realization on a uniform grid using an interblock-centered
simple-Laplacian approach for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration distribution. (B) Laterally-
integrated normalized concentration distribution.
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Figure 15: Transport at the coarse scale after upscaling the reference realization on a non-uniform grid using an interblock-
centered Laplacian-with-skin approach for t = 328 days. (A) Depth-integrated normalized concentration distribution. (B)
Laterally-integrated normalized concentration distribution.
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Appendix A532
A nineteen-point block-centered finite-difference procedure for the solution of saturated groundwater533
steady flow in 3D with full tensor conductivities is described here. In the absence of sinks and sources, the534
partial differential equation governing flow in three-dimensions can be expressed as:535
∂
∂x
(
Kxx
∂h
∂x
+Kxy
∂h
∂y
+Kxz
∂h
∂z
)
+
∂
∂y
(
Kxy
∂h
∂x
+Kyy
∂h
∂y
+Kyz
∂h
∂z
)
+
∂
∂z
(
Kxz
∂h
∂x
+Kyz
∂h
∂y
+Kzz
∂h
∂z
)
= 0
(A-1)
If this equation is discretized with a nineteen-point block-centered finite-difference stencil over a non-uniform536
grid of parallelpipedal blocks, the following equation results for a generic block (i, j, k) of size ∆x|i,j,k ×537
∆y|i,j,k ×∆z|i,j,k (see Figure A-1):538
1
∆x|i,j,k
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∂h
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]
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1
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=0
(A-2)
The hydraulic gradients at the interfaces are approximated by central differences from the heads at the539
nineteen blocks surrounding (i, j, k), That is,540
∂h
∂x
∣∣∣∣
i+1/2,j,k
=
hi,j+1,k − hi,j−1,k
△x|i,j+1,k + 2△x|i,j,k +△x|i,j−1,k
+
hi+1,j+1,k − hi+1,j−1,k
△x|i+1,j+1,k + 2△x|i+1,j,k +△x|i+1,j−1,k
∂h
∂y
∣∣∣∣
i+1/2,j,k
=
2(hi+1,j,k − hi,j,k)
△y|i+1,j,k +△y|i,j,k
∂h
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i+1/2,j,k
=
hi,j,k+1 − hi,j,k−1
△z|i,j,k+1 + 2△z|i,j,k +△z|i,j,k−1
+
hi+1,j,k+1 − hi+1,j,k−1
△z|i+1,j,k+1 + 2△z|i+1,j,k +△z|i+1,j,k−1
(A-3)
The partial derivatives of the hydraulic head in the other five interfaces can be given by similar expressions.541
Substituting (A-3) into (A-2), multiplying both sides by ∆x|i,j,k∆y|i,j,k∆z|i,j,k, and rearranging terms, the542
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Figure A-1: Schematic illustration of the 3D finite-difference spatial discretization
nineteen-point results in:543
Ahi,j+1,k +Bhi,j,k + Chi+1,j+1,k +Dhi−1,j+1,k + Ehi+1,j,k + Fhi−1,j,k +Ghi,j+1,k+1+
Hhi,j+1,k−1 + Ihi,j,k+1 + Jhi,j,k−1 +Khi,j−1,k + Lhi+1,j−1,k +Mhi−1,j−1,k+
Nhi,j−1,k+1 +Ohi,j−1,k−1 + Phi+1,j,k+1 +Qhi+1,j,k−1 +Rhi−1,j,k+1 + Shi−1,j,k−1 = 0
(A-4)
where A, B, . . ., S are function of the block sizes and interface hydraulic conductivity components. Equation544
(A-4) is written for all the nodes within the aquifer, except for those for which head is prescribed, resulting545
in a set of linear equations.546
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